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Abstract 
 
Luminescence Dating of Submarine Canyons:  Application to the Monterey Canyon, 
California 
C. J. Heerema 
 
Submarine canyons are major geomorphic features, transporting large quantities of sediments from land 
to the deep sea. These sediments contain nutrients, enabling life in the deep sea and potentially forming 
hydrocarbon reservoirs. The transport of sediments towards the deep sea is also important as it links into 
fundamental concepts of the Earth’s system, such as the global carbon cycle and land surface denudation. 
Concepts based on the assumption of direct transport of sediments from land to the deep sea. However, 
how this transport occurs, on what timescales, and if there is potential storage of sediments along the 
way, is actually poorly known. The current theory is that gravity flow events, such as turbidity events, 
are the main mechanism behind canyon formation and maintenance.   

Luminescence dating, an absolute dating method, has been used in an earlier study to look at sediment 
transport via turbidity currents down the Monterey Canyon, off the coast of California, USA (Stevens et 
al., 2014). An active upper canyon was found at 1093 metres depth, with frequent events. At 3555 and 
3612 metres depth the turbidity events dated were older and indications of major reworking of sediments 
were found. To pinpoint this change in environments, the present study used luminescence dating in 
order to get an age estimate of sediments at 2920 meter depth, creating a sequence of ages in the canyon. 
These cores have captured sediments that have been transported via sand waves, not turbidites. Sand 
waves are related to the frequent passing of turbidity events, but exact understanding of the mechanisms 
at hand is poorly understood. 

Single grain analysis on quartz is used to obtain the individual properties and ages of grains. This 
gives representative canyon entry ages of the sediments in addition to intrinsic grain properties. The data 
shows a skewed distribution of grain ages with a narrow, dominant peak between 180 and 240 years 
within a single core, indicating frequent flushing events and minor reworking of sediments. This is a 
similar pattern to the core at 1093 meter depth, albeit with increased age, suggesting temporary storage 
of sediment to at least a depth of 2920 metres. It is proposed that there is a gradual increase in ages down 
canyon towards 2900 meters depth with a more abrupt transition in environments with increased storage 
of sediments between 2900 and 3500 meter depth. Sand waves, and the exact relation to turbidites, 
remain a poorly understood transport mechanisms, but are potentially capable to transport vast amounts 
of sediments towards the deep sea. 
 
Keywords: Luminescence dating, single grains, Monterey canyon, submarine canyon, sand waves, 
turbidites 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 
Luminiscensdatering av marina raviner. Tillämpning på Monterey Canyon, Kalifonien 
C. J. Heerema 
 
Marina raviner transporterar stora mängder sand från land till havets botten. Men hur sker detta? I 
nuläget förklaras sandtransport med gravitationsflöde, att gravitationen drar ner sandkornen mot 
bottnen. Men sker detta vid ett enda stort skede eller i små gradvisa steg? Och kan det vara så att sand, 
på sin väg till botten, lagras i ravinerna? Det är dessa frågor som jag försöker att kasta ljus på i och med 
detta projekt. 

Målet var att komplettera vår kunskap om hur sand förflyttar sig från land till havsbotten genom att 
studera ifall det har skett en gradvis eller en abrupt transport av sand i ravinen Monterey Canyon vid 
Kaliforniens kust. Detta har jag gjort genom att datera åldern av sand vid ett djup av 2 920 meter, som i 
det här fallet deponerats av sandvågor, och sedan jämfört denna ålder med åldrarna på sanden från ett 
mindre (1 100 m) och större (3 500 m och djupare) djup, vilka analyserades i en tidigare studie (Stevens 
et al., 2014). Transportmekanism i den studien skiljer sig med min då det rör sig om gravitationsflöden.  

Med endast några få sandkorn av annan ålder så var den dominerande åldern på kornen i mitt prov 
mellan 180 till 240 år gamla. Provet vid 1 100 m djup visade sig också ha en liten spridning av ålder 
vilket tyder på att det skett återkommande utspolning av gammal sand som istället ersatts av ny.  Man 
kan se att det ändå sker en tillfällig lagring av sediment mellan det minsta, studerade djupet och det 
nyligen tagna provet på 2 900 m, då en svag ökning i ålder kan mätas. Åldern på sandkornen i proven 
som kom från ett större djup var istället mycket spridd och generellt mycket högre än de från mindre 
djup. Att det finns en mix av ålder vid ett och samma djup tyder på att sanden vid återkommande tillfällen 
omfördelats i ravinen.  

Denna studie antyder att ravinen i fråga är aktiv upp till ett djup av minst 2 920 meter, med bara en 
svag stegring i ålder med ökande djup. Mellan 2 920 och 3 500 meter ändras miljön vilket gör att sprid-
ningen av ålder ökar. Därutöver var det nya provet taget från en plats med ett annorlunda transport-
mekanism, sandvågor istället för gravitationsflöde. Sandvågor, och dess relation till gravitationsflöden, 
är fortsättningsvis en dåligt förstådd transportmekanism som potentiellt är kapabel till att flytta stora 
mängder sediment till havets botten. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Submarine canyons 

Submarine canyons are enormous geomorphic features forming the main conduits of sediment 

transport from the continents towards the deep sea. Leo et al. (2010) totalled 660 submarine canyons 

globally using bathymetric data (figure 1), remarking that this is still an incomplete overview. 

Normark and Carlson (2003) provide an overview of the largest submarine canyons, indicating the 

scale of these systems. Areas up to 30,800 km2 and 495 km long (Bering Canyon) have been recorded. 

As the main conduits between land and sea they are responsible for transport of sediments, containing 

both organic and inorganic particles, to the deep sea floor. This facilitates denudation of the land 

surface, a fundamental component of the rock cycle, and makes submarine canyons the common mode 

of nutrient transport to the deep sea, resulting in hydrocarbon storage in the submarine fans at the 

termination of canyons on the deep ocean floor (MBARI, 2006; Shanmugam and Moiola, 1988). They 

are therefore directly involved in the global carbon cycle, enabling life in an otherwise nutrient-poor 

environment and their positions may also host locations of natural gas or oil fields. Even though the 

influence of submarine canyons reaches far, relatively little is known about these features. Even 

something as fundamental as the driving forces behind their formation are still not completely 

understood. Submarine canyons bear a resemblance to fluvial systems, as first remarked by Francis 

Shepard in 1963, but lack a clear-cut base level as a gravitational driver for their formation. For fluvial 

systems, the driving force behind formation is gravity, with erosion towards a base level, considered to 

be sea level For submarine canyons there is a similarity in erosion but without a clear base level 

Figure 1. Global distribution of submarine canyons, with a total of 660 canyons. Red dots are named 
submarine canyons; white unnamed and yellow dots are from an unpublished report of New Zealand. (Leo et 
al., 2010) 
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driving force (MBARI, 2006), which calls into question the origin of submarine canyons. Research 

has indicated that the formation of the canyon systems is related to sea level low-stands, with a lower 

terrestrial base level enabling the expansion of the fluvial system as more land is exposed 

(Shanmugam & Moiola, 1988). However the sea level was never low enough to form entire canyon 

systems, the submarine canyons are simply too deep. Fresh water river influx is also limited in 

contributing to canyon formation, since fresh water is more buoyant compared to salt water and has 

therefore less erosive power when injected over a canyon system. Hyperpycnal flows, fresh water with 

sufficient density, are limited and the question is if these flows can generate long run-out flows and 

transport sediments towards submarine fans (Talling, 2014). Erosion by fresh water alone is therefore 

not sufficient to explain the distribution of submarine canyons on earth. Also, suggestions that 

submarine canyon systems are relict systems, an artefact of past environments are often dismissed, as 

canyons are found to be still active today (MBARI, 2006). So although above factors can contribute in 

submarine canyon formation, none are sufficiently covering global dynamics in submarine canyon 

formation. 

Overall, the current theory is that gravity flow events, like turbidity flows, are the main driver 

for the formation and maintenance of submarine canyons. Turbidity flows are sediment-laden flows, 

and resemble underwater avalanches, as depicted in figure 2. As recent as March 2015, Peakall and 

Sumner published an article regarding the relation between submarine flows and the eventual deposits, 

pointing out that submarine flow behaviour is far more complicated than ordinary fluvial flows. 

Covault et al. (2014) used a combination of modelling and acoustic imaging of the sea floor to get a 

better understanding of the dynamics of channel initiation. Normark & Carlson (2003) found that there 

is no direct relationship between the size of a submarine canyon system and the eventual deposition at 

the fan, nor is there a direct relation to the size of turbidity events. Although it is sometimes assumed 

that transportation occurs in a single event from land to the deep sea floor, storage of sediments and 

the stepwise movement of material through the canyon has been also suggested for submarine canyons 

(Clift et al., 2014). Tracking the provenance of canyon material also can be used to understand 

Figure 2. Basic depiction of how a turbidity current works. The sediment deposit is often a 
fining upward sequence, with larger, heavier particles deposited first and finer, lighter particles, 
suspended for longer, and therefore deposited last.  
(NOAA, 2015; http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/turbidity.html) 
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transport and to this end techniques such as zircon dating (Clift and Giosan, 2014) have been applied 

to canyons. Efforts have been made to date samples from sediments recovered from submarine 

canyons, via for instance radiocarbon dating (Paull et al., 2010; Clift et al., 2014), in order to gain 

additional information regarding transportation. Paull et al. (2010) used biologic communities in the 

Monterey Canyon and found frequent (sub-annual) mass transport events in the upper canyon (<2km 

water depth) whilst the lower canyon (>2km water depth) shows stability on centennial time scales. 

Clift et al. (2014) found a similar dynamic with more frequent events near the canyon head compared 

to the mid-canyon section for the submarine canyon system related to the Indus River. These studies 

found that sediment transport occurs stepwise through the canyon but at what exact time scales 

transportation occurs, or for how long sediments are stored or buffered in the canyon, remains poorly 

constrained. Talling et al. (2015) noted that there is a data bias towards the upper canyon, shallow 

water, settings since monitoring is mainly focused on frequent events (sub-annual flows) with short 

runout distances. Therefore, there is very little direct monitoring at greater depth (>1 km), restricting 

interpretation of sediment flows towards the deep ocean to the study of deposits. 

Besides turbidity events, sand waves also form a major component of bedload sediment 

transport (Xu et al., 2008). Mechanisms related to these bedforms are still unclear, although it is 

generally agreed upon to be related to frequent passing of turbidity events. Unfortunately, there is a 

lack of consensus regarding definitions used for the bedforms, depending on bedform interpretation 

and formation mechanisms (Symons et al. 2016). In the study of Symons et al. (2016) a statistical 

analysis was used to create three distinct groups of large-scale bedforms on the ocean floor. 1) small 

scale (20-300 metres wavelength) sediment waves with mixed relief present in confined settings such 

as channels and canyons, 2) large scale (300-7000 metres wavelength) sediment waves in unconfined 

settings, although additional large sediment waves are observed with crescentic crests in more 

confined settings. 3) scours: large scale fully enclosed depressions. The apparent datagap in size 

between small and large scale sediment waves seems to relate to the environment, and whether it is a 

confined or unconfined setting, rather than a lack of data. For the small-scale sand waves, restricted to 

canyons and channels, three hypotheses have been proposed with regards to their origin. Whilst 

Symons et al. (2016) refers to these hypotheses for the small scale sediment waves with a wavelength 

between 20-300 metres, Talling et al. (2013) discusses the same hypotheses with regards to crescent 

shaped features, with a wavelength between 20 and 80 metres and amplitude up to 2.5 metres. Tubau 

et al. (2015) discusses the hypotheses in the context of sediment waves within axial channels, but 

unfortunately does not specify a dimension of the sediment waves. Although the context and setting 

may vary, the hypotheses proposed in the articles are the same. The first hypothesis, sand wave 

formation by tidal currents, is found to be inconsistent with the course-grained and poorly sorted 

sediment composition and is thus discarded. The second hypothesis suggests sand waves form by 

liquefaction and episodic slumping, representing formation of slump scars. However, this mechanism 

would result in down-slope migration, whilst only up-slope migration has been observed. The third 
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hypothesis suggests repeated erosion and deposition due to an alternation between sub- and 

supercritical flows, forming ‘cyclic steps’. Talling et al. (2013) added a fourth hypothesis combining 

the two latter hypotheses, where slope failure due to liquefaction or breaching results in supercritical 

sediment flows to form cyclic steps. However, the initiation, the migration direction and the relation to 

turbidity current activity of these small scale sediment waves remains poorly understood (Tubau et al. 

2015). 

This lack of understanding of how sediments are transported to the deep sea, and how long 

this takes represents a fundamental gap in knowledge. One of the major debates in geomorphology for 

instance, is the climate change paradox. For this paradox, the possible relation between climate change 

and uplift is a ‘chicken or egg’ debate. Some of the arguments in this debate are based on the 

composition of weathering products, stored in the deep sea, where isotope records serve as a climate 

record. Using the composition of sediments as a climate record requires the assumption of direct 

transport the deep sea (Raymo et al., 1988; Molnar and England, 1990). However, as noted above the 

transport of sediments towards the deep sea is not necessarily direct, with (temporary) sediment 

storage before reaching the deep sea. The mode of sediment transport and the frequency thereof in 

submarine canyons is therefore important to understand, since the transport of sediments is linked to 

such a fundamental concept as the climate change paradox. It is furthermore of economic importance 

since the turbidity events can have such energy and force that any infrastructure along its path can be 

destroyed, resulting in financial, if not environmental, damage. This requires well-dated turbidites, in 

order to analyse the occurrence time for risk assessment and also to understand the impact of external 

controls, such as sea level and climate, on gravity flow events (Talling et al., 2015). 

 

1.2 Field site 

The Monterey Canyon is located off the coast of California, 

USA (figure 4), with the channel extending seaward for 400 km, 

reaching a depth of more than 4000 meters (figure 4). In 

magnitude, it is a similar scale to the Grand Canyon (Normark 

and Carlson, 2003). The estimated amount of sand entering the 

canyon via longshore sediment transport is around 400.000 m3 

per year (Paull et al., 2003). It forms an excellent model for 

submarine canyon systems worldwide due to the extensive 

datasets and research available on the canyon. The Monterey 

Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) makes use of 

extensive monitoring equipment, and employs remotely 

operated vehicles (ROV) to sample and examine the canyon, 

Figure 3. A vibracoring system 
attached to a ROV (Paull et al., 2001) 
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which otherwise would be impossible due to the prevailing unstable conditions. One of these vehicles 

is uniquely equipped with vibracoring capacity (Paull et al., 2001; figure 3), resulting in a high 

capability of precision sampling at various sites and different geological settings. The immense 

datasets collected have led to numerous studies on the current and recent Monterey Canyon, for 

example with the use of pesticides as tracers (Gwiazda et al., 2015; Paull et al., 2002), indicating that 

the Monterey Canyon is still an active system with multiple turbidity events occurring in recent years 

(Paull et al., 2003). Based on current observations, the upper part of the canyon (<2km water depth) is 

seen as a capacitor, storing sediments until an external trigger results in a gravity flow event, 

transporting sediments further down-canyon. Wave action, rather than river flow is seen as the main 

driver behind flow initiation for the Monterey Canyon, by causing rapid sediment deposition, rip 

Figure 4. A map showing the cores used in this study: DR 584 VC 328; VC 329 and VC330, located at 
2920 meters depth. The cores used in the study of Stevens et al. (2014) used in this paper are also 
displayed. The bathymetry map of the Monterey Canyon is courtesy of MBARI (unpublished material), 
the bathymetry reference map is the ‘World Ocean Base’ map provided by ESRI (2014). 
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currents or destabilizing slopes (Talling et al. 2015; 2013). Paull et al. (2003) have recorded an upper 

canyon event in 2001 and concluded that the main reason for gravity flow events is random canyon 

wall failure and intense storm waves, and that there are no extreme triggers necessary to cause events. 

In 2006, Paull et al. used the isotopic composition of carbon material in the canyon to trace back the 

change in source composition, suggesting anthropogenic disturbances on land. Paull et al. (2010) used 

chemosynthetic biological communities to look at the disturbance history of the canyon, in 

combination with AMS 14C dating. They found that the upper reaches of the canyon are more active, 

whilst the lower part is a stable environment with the boundary at 2 km depth. However great these 

advances are, the timing of sediment transport over the longer term (100s of years upwards), the extent 

of storage of sediment in the upper canyon, the activity of the lower canyon, the nature of the long 

term transport process down canyon and the trigger mechanisms for turbidity events, all remain poorly 

known. Stevens et al. (2014) were the first to use a combination of radiocarbon dating and 

luminescence dating to examine longer timescale transport processes. Using this combination of 

geochronological methods a distinction can be made between timing of sediment entry into the canyon 

and timing of deposition. The canyon entry could be determined via luminescence dating, where the 

moment of sediment entry into the canyon is considered as the timing of last exposure to light and 

‘effective burial’ in terms of luminescence age (see below). The spread in ages based on luminescence 

dating can give information regarding the frequency of turbidity events. The samples are dated using 

small aliquots and single grains (see below) via luminescence dating so that any spread in canyon 

entrance age can be distinguished. Any distinct difference in canyon entrance age at one location 

would imply buffering of sediments. The radiocarbon dating is used to infer the timing of deposition, 

where quiescent phases in the environment are marked by deposition of foraminifera rich pelagic mud. 

The study found an extremely active system in the upper canyon, based on three separate cores with 

transport events at an annual to decadal time scale. The lower canyon (three cores as well) experiences 

a lower frequency of flows, occurring over centennial to millennial timescales, with a lag between 

canyon entry and final deposition in the lower canyon. Both observations suggest temporary storage of 

sediments in the upper canyon section. However, the spread of ages also suggest that the lower canyon 

section could be experiencing reworking of older sediments during younger sediment flows, and that 

transport to the lower parts of the canyon can be rapid. The lag of sediment transportation is also 

temporarily highly variable, with potential build up of sediments in the upper canyon with irregular 

flushing events. However, the precise timing and frequency of canyon sediment transport events 

remains elusive, as mechanisms of source-to-sink sediment transport are poorly understood. Also, the 

transformation, of young sediments in the upper canyon to the predominantly older age in the lower 

canyon, with a wider spread in ages, cannot yet be constrained fully since in that study there were no 

cores analysed from the mid section of the canyon (Stevens et al., 2014). The buffering effect at least 

is in accordance with observations of Paull et al. (2005).  
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1.3 Luminescence dating summary 

Luminescence dating is a geological dating method determining the last exposure of certain minerals 

to light by estimating the environmental radiation dose that these minerals have received since that 

point, and by measuring the current dose rate. The luminescence signal in the sediments builds up and 

is stored in the crystal structure, forced by the effects of ionizing radiation from its surroundings and 

cosmic rays. There are two main types: thermoluminescence (TL) and optically stimulated 

luminescence (OSL), where the type of stimulation used to obtain a luminescence signal from the 

grains distinguishes the types; heat in the former, blue or green light in the latter, although infrared 

diodes can also be used to stimulate luminescence in feldspars (IRSL). The luminescence signal is 

proportional to the dose received since last exposure. One of the main advantages of using radiometric 

geochronological methods is that they give an absolute, not a relative, numerical age (Aitken, 1998). 

Another advantage is that luminescence dating is a direct measurement of sediment exposure or 

movement, rather than an indirect measure, as for instance is the case with radiocarbon dating where 

organic material is dated. Luminescence dating can also be broadly applied, mainly on quartz and 

feldspar minerals, although it also has been used on obsidian or volcanic ashes, for example. The age 

range of dating via luminescence is wide, ranging from 0.1 to 1000 *103 years; another advantage of 

the technique. Furthermore, in the Monterey Canyon, Stevens et al. (2014) demonstrated that sediment 

is sufficiently well exposed to light prior to canyon entry such that quartz OSL dating will give an 

accurate measure of the timing of this entry. The theory and practice of luminescence dating is central 

to this dissertation and is expanded on in section 2. 

1.4 Aim 

The single grain data from Stevens et al. (2014) from turbidites, shows in general (very) young 

sediments in the upper canyon (64 ± 22 years) and a wide average spread of ages in the lower canyon 

(2708 ± 830 and 1507 ± 90 years) thus showing two very different environments. However, there is a 

large gap in the dating in the middle part of the canyon where this transition takes place. If cores in the 

middle of the canyon can be dated, this can help to understand the transport of sediments and help 

pinpoint the moment of transition. In addition, another type of sediment transport, sand waves is dated, 

providing additional context over a transport mechanism about which little is known, especially at 

greater depth. In this report therefore, the aim is to identify if there is a gradual increase in age or an 

abrupt transition from high activity to longer term storage and buffering, and potentially constrain the 

position of transition in the canyon system. It is hypothesised that there is a gradual increase in age 

down canyon, leading to a somewhat continuous spread of ages moving through the canyon. The 

hypothesis will be tested via luminescence dating of new cores of the middle part of the canyon, from 

sand waves at a depth of 2920 meters, to compare with the published data of Stevens et al. (2014). 

This creates a more complete sequence of dated sediments related to the canyon transport. Using 
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luminescence dating forms an additional objective, as it is required to test the applicability of the 

method in this setting, establish parameters required for measurements and what method (single grains 

or multiple grains) should be used. The suitability of luminescence dating for sand waves in particular 

is therefore tested. Considering the relation to the earlier dated sediments in Stevens et al. (2014), it is 

hypothesized that there should not be any major problems in using luminescence dating. This is based 

on the above described hypotheses regarding sand waves, which links these features to turbidity 

currents. Depending on age and method it might be a time consuming practice to obtain ages of the 

cores. 

The cores used in this study are sampled in a similar way as to the paper of Stevens et al. 

(2014) and dating these can furthermore complement the overall extensive dataset available for the 

Monterey Canyon. This report will aid in gaining a better understanding of the Monterey Canyon 

dynamics, constraining timing of sediment transport and testing if there is a gradual spread in ages 

down canyon, or if there is large-scale buffering taking place in the upper canyon, followed by 

substantial, but less frequent, gravity flows. This will aid in the overall picture of canyon evolution; 

how sediments are transported from land to the deep sea and shed light on potential sediment storage 

along the way. In turn, global submarine canyon systems can be put into context with the carbon cycle 

and ultimately denudation. Besides the geomorphological interest, it can also help with risk 

assessment of submarine infrastructures, as the frequency and size of gravity flows will play a role in 

the assessment with regards to the consequences and probability. 
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2. Theory and practice of luminescence dating 

2.1 Luminescence dating – principles 

Luminescence dating constrains the degree of exposure of crystals to environmental ionising radiation 

dose. Radioactive isotopes in the surrounding sediments are responsible for a significant proportion of 

the dose rate that a crystal receives. The decay of these isotopes and radionuclide emission, most 

commonly of Uranium, Thorium, and their daughters, as well as Potassium, impart energy to the 

crystal structure of naturally occurring minerals (Mellet, 2013). The technique is commonly applied to 

quartz or feldspar minerals. A simplification of the basic concepts can be seen in figure 5. The 

radiation energizes, ‘excites’, electrons in the atoms of the crystal lattice, enabling them to temporarily 

move to higher energy levels in the crystal structure (conduction band). In addition, the crystal lattice 

contains imperfections or defects, capable of providing temporary storage for a freed electron at a 

higher energy level, which would otherwise return to a ground state (valance band; Aitken, 1998). 

This build-up of electrons in these traps continues until ‘saturation’ is reached. This is when the 

luminescence signal no longer increases, even though it is continuously exposed to radiation (Duller, 

2008a). This saturation imposes the upper limit of the age range for luminescence dating, although the 

upper limit is slightly before saturation due to the exponential properties of the luminescence intensity 

with dose response curve. The method therefore becomes more imprecise closer to saturation and with 

age (Duller, 2008a).  

Figure 5. Basic principles of luminescence dating from Mellet (2013).  It shows the geomorphological 
cycles of sediments used in luminescence dating. With accumulation of electrons, or the “build-up” phase, 
the bleaching or “reset” of the sediments and the eventual sample collection and the related age. 
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When a mineral grain gets exposed to photons (for OSL/IRSL; TL requires an external heat 

source) of a certain wavelength, the electrons get de-trapped. In nature, this exposure is to sunlight, in 

the laboratory the wavelength depends on the minerals used; for feldspar infrared light is used, whilst 

quartz is stimulated via blue light (Mellet, 2013). After the electrons are evicted from their traps, they 

reach ‘recombination centres’ in the crystal lattice. This requires a recombination centre to contain a 

‘hole’, lacking an electron due to ionising radiation. If a released electron reaches a luminescence 

centre, a specific type of recombination centre, light is emitted during the recombination (Aitken, 

1998). The more trapped electrons there are, the greater the number of luminescence recombinations 

that occur, and consequently the greater the light emitted and the more intense the luminescence 

signal. For dating purposes, the light emitted during recombination can be measured, the intensity of 

which is proportional to the time since last exposure. 

If the exposure is long enough (of the order of a few seconds for blue light OSL) all the traps 

are emptied and the mineral particle is then fully ‘bleached’. This bleaching is also known as a zeroing 

event in natural conditions. After burial, and thus when the material is no longer exposed to sunlight 

but receives ionising radiation, there can be a build up again of electrons in the traps. In the laboratory, 

the photon emission from laboratory stimulation and recombination of these trapped electrons can be 

counted, representing the natural luminescence signal. This signal is calibrated in the laboratory and 

converted into an actual ‘equivalent dose (De)’ (an estimate of the palaeodose received since burial) 

by relating the natural signal to a set of luminescence signals obtained from a series of known 

laboratory radiation doses. The known doses comprise of a range of laboratory induced signals, and 

are measured in a similar manner as the natural signal. Combined these doses form a ‘dose response 

curve’ from which the equivalent dose can be deduced by comparing the natural signal (figure 6). This 

luminescence signal is given in Gray (Gy), a unit of measure for absorbed dose (Aitken, 1998), 

representing the total absorbed radiation dose. The total radiation from its surroundings to which a 

mineral is exposed is given in Grays per ka. 

The combined measurement of the luminescence signal from the sediments and the dose rate 

from the radioactivity in surrounding sediments and induced by cosmic ray flux are used to calculate 

an age, as is shown in the formula below.  

 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 (𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦)
𝐷𝐷𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝐴𝐴 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 (𝐺𝐺𝑦𝑦 𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦⁄ )  
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2.2 Equivalent dose calculations 

The equivalent dose (De) is the laboratory measurement of the natural dose. The sample size used for 

these measurements can be small subsamples, known as single aliquots containing multiple grains 

(SA) or via single grain (SG) measurements. For establishing the equivalent dose, only photons 

originating from ‘deep’ traps are relevant, the shallower traps are deemed thermally unstable and 

contain electrons with a shorter lifetime than the timescales relevant for dating (Aitken, 1998). By 

applying a preheat, heating the sample before measuring the OSL signal, these shallower traps are 

emptied. The OSL signal itself comprises a fast, medium and slow component, each relating to 

different depths and emission probabilities of the trap. The thermally stable fast component is deemed 

best for estimating the natural De (Murray and Wintle, 2003), and needs to be dominant in order to 

obtain an accurate luminescence age. The medium and slow components are subtracted as background 

signals. Integrating the luminescence decay over a specific interval isolates the fast component, used 

to establish the OSL signal. This is corrected for background as observed in the slower components 

and in equipment background noise. Figure 6 (left) shows this luminescence signal as an exponential 

decay curve. The integration limits applied are not universal and depend on the mineral used and 

technique applied amongst other things, and here is specified in the Methods chapter. 

There have been numerous procedures and protocols used for measuring the natural dose in 

the laboratory, each method with its own pros and cons. Whilst the SARA (Single Aliquot 

Regenerative and Additive dose) or MAAD (Multiple Aliquot Additive Dose) were commonly used, 

the SAR (Single Aliquot Regenerative dose) protocol is nowadays the most commonly used procedure 

for equivalent dose determination, as it allows relatively precise De measurements from analysis of 

individual aliquots (Duller, 2008a). First described by Murray and Wintle (2000), this method also has 

the advantage of saving time and sample compared to the other methods.  

Figure 6.  A typical OSL signal left, with counts on the Y-axis and the measurement time on the x-axis. On the 
right the dose response curve, with on the y-axis the normalised signal (Lx/Tx) and on the x-axis the dose in 
seconds. This can be converted to Gy via the laboratory dose rate (see methodology) 
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2.3 SAR protocol 

The key breakthrough of the SAR protocol (table 1) is the additional step of standardizing the signal 

for individual aliquots by applying and measuring a constant ‘test dose’ during every natural and 

laboratory dosed measurement cycle. This standardization accounts for changing luminescence 

sensitivity per aliquot and allows a De to be calculated individually for each aliquot. Sensitivity is the 

amount of light emitted by an aliquot per unit radiation (Duller, 2008a), and is different per sample 

due to intrinsic properties of the grains. Thus, if a dose (natural or laboratory dose) could not be 

standardised, the resulting OSL signal would vary beyond simply being a function of dose. In 2003, 

Murray and Wintle proposed the addition of optical bleaching at elevated temperatures the end of each 

run, to improve the results of recuperation of the signal between ‘cycles’. 

  The SAR protocol involves several cycles of natural and laboratory dose measurement, 

usually around 7, repeated with almost similar settings (see table 1 for steps). The laboratory doses are 

referred to as regeneration doses, and is the only changing parameter between cycles. The preheat, to 

remove any charge held in unstable traps, has a minimum temperature of around 160 °C. This is due to 

a known TL peak in the signal at 110 °C that originates from unstable traps. This unstable charge 

should be removed before measuring any OSL signal, in order to get a signal that can be compared to 

the natural (where this unstable charge will have been naturally removed over long time periods of 

burial). The preheat should however not be too high, in order to avoid any thermal transfer of charge. 

Thermal transfer is the principle of moving charge between traps via heating resulting in an artificial 

increase of the dose measured; thermal transfer is further discussed in the section quality checks of the 

Methodology chapter. Step 3 is an optional step and involves an infrared stimulation used to determine 

if there is any potential feldspar contamination in the quartz sample. Although chemical preparation 

done beforehand aims at separating the two minerals, it has practical limitations. This IRSL step is 

mainly done in order to be able to rule out feldspar contamination if required. If there is a significant 

Step Procedure Settings  

1 Dose (natural or lab)*   
2 Preheat 1 160-300°C; 10s  
3 IRSL   
4 OSL signal 40s; 125°C Ln or Lx 
5 Test dose   
6 Preheat 2 or Cutheat Often <40°C PH 1  
7 IRSL   
8 OSL 40s; 125°C Tn or Tx 
9 Bleach out 40s; Temp >>PH1  

Table 1. The SAR procedure for quartz minerals, as described by Murray & Wintle (2000; 2003), steps 1-
9 represent a SAR cycle. The first cycle involves the natural dose, later cycles via a laboratory dose also 
known as regeneration dose. The IRSL (step 3 and 7) is a complimentary, not necessary step. 
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signal measured during IR stimulation, this is indicating the presence of feldspar (Duller, 2003). Step 4 

is the actual OSL stimulation used for the equivalent dose determination, with the resultant signal here 

termed Lx. Lx equals the background corrected counted photons within integration limits, released by 

the stimulation. For quartz stimulation, this is done via blue LEDs (single aliquots, multiple grains) or 

a green laser (single grains).  

The second part of the SAR procedure is for the standardization of the aliquot. Since every 

grain has its own brightness and sensitivity characteristics, not all aliquots have a similar dose 

response, hence the importance of standardization. Step 5 involves the irradiation via the beta source 

in the reader with a known dose, usually around 1/3 to 2/3 the size of the natural dose. This ‘test dose’ 

remains the same in every cycle of the SAR procedure, accounting for the intrinsic properties of the 

grains and changes in sensitivity that occurs in aliquots during the course of heating and dosing. Then 

another preheat is applied, which is sometimes a cutheat: a very short preheat to reduce the potential of 

any further sensitivity change. The second preheat is always lower in temperature than the first 

preheat, in order to avoid invoking any sensitivity changes. Preferably the second preheat is 40 °C 

lower than the first, however it should, again, not be any lower than 160 °C. The second IRSL (step 7) 

is at the same settings as the first, as is the second OSL (step 8), which is used for test dose correction 

and is referred to as Tx. Tx is also a background corrected photon count of released photons after 

stimulation, as with Lx. The Lx value is then divided by the Tx value to obtain a normalised 

luminescence intensity measurement. The final step (9) is illuminating the aliquot using blue diodes at 

high temperature, thereby bleaching out any remaining charge in the aliquot.  

After completion of all these steps, the procedure is repeated, with every setting except for 

Step 1 the same. For step 1, the first cycle is the natural dose, so no laboratory dose is administered in 

step 1. In subsequent cycles, a known laboratory dose is given via an internal beta source. The Lx/Tx 

of the natural aliquot is calibrated through comparison with Lx/Tx values from laboratory 

administered doses, forming a saturating exponential growth curve. This ‘dose response curve’ serves 

as a reference curve and needs to encompass a range of doses below and above the natural dose (figure 

6, right). Thus the regeneration doses are changed every cycle, increasing in size. Each measurement 

of the standardized laboratory dose signal, given in Lx/Tx, corresponds to an exposure time to the Beta 

radiation source dose given in seconds. The natural dose can then be calculated by using the resultant 

dose response curve; the equivalent of the Lx/Tx value can be read in seconds, equivalent to the 

exposure to the radiation source. The calculated dose in seconds can be converted to an absolute value 

in Grays via the laboratory dose rate, the known dose rate of the internal beta source given in Grays 

per second.  

After the cycles with laboratory doses for the dose response curve, two or three further cycles 

follow for internal testing of the procedure and the aliquot. This involves a run with a zero laboratory 

dose, the recuperation dose, and a run repeating a laboratory dose of a previous cycle; the recycling 

dose. The outcomes of these tests allow monitoring of the effectiveness of the SAR protocol on an 
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aliquot by aliquot basis and are explained in the Methodology section. To test for feldspar 

contamination, the effect of removing the IRSL step is also tested, the IR depletion test. Another run is 

added, with the same laboratory dose as the recycle dose, only without the IRSL steps (Duller, 2003). 

 

2.4 Single grain versus multi grain aliquots 

The principles behind the SA and SG analyses are the same, only applied on a different scale. In 1999, 

Duller et al. proposed the first feasible single grain measurement construction, using a precise green 

laser, as opposed to LEDs, for stimulation of individual grains, allowing more rapid analysis. 

Nonetheless, single grain analysis remains a time consuming practice, even with the development of 

an automated system. Therefore, single aliquots are preferred if possible. The overall properties of the 

grains are still similar in single grain and single aliquot analysis, thus the quality checks prior to dating 

(below) can be done via single aliquot analysis to avoid time consuming single grain analysis. The 

SAR procedure, although originally made for single aliquots, can also be used for SG.  

Single grain measurements are a useful tool to obtain more information about the individual 

properties of grains in a sample (Duller et al., 1999). Using single aliquots will average the De data, 

and if the population of grains in a sample contain multiple ages, this may lead to an age range no 

longer representative of the individual history of any particular grain. For example, in a submarine 

canyon, sediments entering the canyon at one point in time may be mixed with older sediments as they 

are transported through the canyon. An averaged age for all of the grains in this case would be 

meaningless, but by analysing multiple individual grains from a sample, some idea of the spread of 

grain ages is possible. Single grain analysis can display a larger spread of ages present in the sample, 

whereas SA analysis will average out this overdispersion. If the spread in the ages is larger than the 

error margins on the individual age points, this is referred to as overdispersion (Duller, 2008b). 

Theoretically, overdispersion is caused by many different factors, amongst which incomplete 

bleaching, laboratory equipment or SAR procedure inconsistencies, but it can also indicate a natural 

spread in the sample ages due to its geologic history. Thomsen et al. (2005) gives an overview of 

sources of variability in single grain measurements next to counting statistics, such as instrument 

reproducibility. Duller et al. (2000) concludes that at low signal levels counting statistics becomes the 

dominant error, after instrument uncertainty.  

Since this research is looking into different transport histories of different grains, and thus 

different ages in terms of zeroing, the individual ages of the grains can be relevant. The SA data can 

suggest the usage of SG if there is an inconsistent output of ages from multi-grain single aliquots, 

resulting in a broad age range. In such an instance, SG analysis can be a useful tool to obtain 

information at the level of the individual grain. 
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2.5 Quartz versus feldspar 

Luminescence signals are currently obtained from feldspar or quartz. Feldspar signals, commonly 

sodium or potassium feldspars, are measured via infrared stimulation, and the luminescence dating of 

feldspars is therefore often referred to as IRSL dating, as opposed to OSL dating. Both minerals have 

drawbacks and strengths. Quartz grain luminescence signal saturates relatively quickly in comparison 

to feldspars, however feldspars require more time to completely bleach, making quartz the preferred 

mineral for young sediments where partial bleaching may be a problem (Mellet, 2013). At the same 

time, feldspars have a higher upper age limit, since saturation occurs later on. Also, a feldspar signal 

can be obtained from polymineral aliquots, whilst for quartz this is not possible (Wintle, 2008). 

However, the major drawback of feldspars, and the reason why quartz minerals are still preferred, is 

anomalous fading. This is the process whereby after dosing (natural or laboratory), a grain starts to 

lose some of the signal from its traps. This fading however does not occur at a linear rate, nor does it 

occur in a similar manner for every grain (Duller, 2008a), making correction complicated and adding 

further uncertainty to age estimates.  

The procedure for establishing the equivalent dose for feldspars differs from the quartz SAR 

protocol. For feldspars different methods have been proposed, of which the post-IR IR SAR protocol 

is a major recent development in the protocol (Buylaert et al., 2012). The pIRIR protocol measures an 

IRSL signal first at a lower temperature (around 50 °C) followed by a measurement at an elevated 

temperature. The post-IR IRSL signal is found to be more stable and the lower fading rates result in 

more accurate ages that do not have to be corrected for fading (Buylaert et al., 2012). Reimann et al. 

(2011) modified this protocol to be applicable to young sediments, but got mixed results. If young 

sediments are well-bleached, the modified protocol may be suitable.  

2.6 Dose rate calculations 

The other half of the age calculation formula is the environmental dose, also known as the dose rate, 

and covers the radiation experienced by the crystal that excites the electrons and creates the holes. 

With increasing strength of the radiation sources in the surroundings of the minerals, more energy is 

available for the excitement of electrons, and therefore the dose rate is higher. The radiation partly 

originates from surrounding sediments, with the α and β particles and γ rays from the radioactive 

isotopes of potassium, thorium and uranium, as well as from cosmic rays (Prescott and Hutton, 1994). 

There is also a small proportion of internal dose, which is due to decay of uranium in quartz and 

potassium in feldspar. The sediment dose rate can be measured in situ at the sampling site and/or in 

the laboratory (Duller, 2008a).  
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2.7 Limitations in luminescence dating 

As with any geochronological method, luminescence dating has limitations. This method can routinely 

only be used under the assumption that the grains used are completely bleached, but partial bleaching 

may be present in some situations (Wallinga, 2002). In order to determine if a sample is fully and 

homogenously bleached, Duller & Murray (2000) proposed to review the dose distributions using very 

small aliquots, preferably single grains. In the case of Monterey Canyon, the main sediment supply to 

the system occurs via longshore drift, which may enable enough time for bleaching. The steep drop of 

the canyons axis within a few metres of the shore also suggests good circumstances under which 

grains are not repeatedly re-bleached when first cut off from light in a few 10s of meter water depth. 

Stevens et al. (2014) tested this with analysis of modern beach sand and upper canyon sediments and 

concluded that there is sufficient bleaching of the grains entering the canyon such that partial 

bleaching is not a major limiting factor. 

The past water content is also important to establish as it impacts the level of exposure of 

mineral grains to ionising radiation (Aitken, 1998). However, often it is difficult to know with 

certainty what the water content has been, which is a major limiting factor in many dating projects. 

For this study fortunately the past water content can safely be assumed as saturated, as it is a 

submarine sample. Another potential consideration in the dose rate calculation is the assumption that 

parent and daughter isotopes are in equilibrium in the uranium and thorium decay series. This is 

however not always the case and may be a particular problem in marine sediments where sediments 

can scavenge daughter isotopes from the water column, creating radioisotopic disequilibrium, which 

would render standard dose rate calculations invalid. However, Stevens et al. (2014) have looked at 

the potential for disequilibrium in Monterey canyon cores using multiple radionuclide analysis and 

below 10 cm depth the effect was negligible on dose rates. 

In the case of young sediments, low light levels can also be a problem, and as pointed out by 

Madsen and Murray (2009), young sediments tend to have a low signal-to-noise ratio, meaning larger 

uncertainty on measurements. Stevens et al. (2014) encountered this problem in analysing the canyon 

sediments, leading them to reject >99% of the single grains analysed from the upper canyon. In the 

lower canyon, acceptance increased to 1-7%. For samples with less than 30 accepted grains small 

aliquot results were used, as the single grains would not be representative of the sample spread. Based 

upon the findings in Stevens et al. (2014), for this study an acceptance rate of around 1% can be 

expected. Using the same boundary conditions a minimum of 3000 grains has to be analysed, in order 

to get a statistically representative dataset. 
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3. Methodology 

Another set of samples, complementary to those of the Stevens et al. (2014) paper, are dated in this 

study via luminescence methods. This set is located in the middle of the previously dated samples 

(figure 4), at a depth of 2920 meters, in a previously undated portion of the canyon. Multiple grains, 

single aliquots, will be analysed initially, and if required analysis will be continued with single grains.  

3.1 Preparation 

3.1.1 Sediment coring 
Sampling was done using a vibracoring system attached to a ROV, enabling sampling in a challenging 

environment (Paull et al. 2001). The vibracore samples are 7.7cm diameter cores up to 2.5 metres in 

length. Three cores, DR 584 VC 328; VC 329 and VC330, were sampled from the Monterey Canyon, 

at a water depth of 2920 metres (figure 7,8 and table 2). VC 328 is located at longitude -122.439846° 

and latitude 36.594121°; VC 329 at longitude -122.438541° latitude 36.592422° and VC 330 at 

Figure 7. A high resolution map with the position of the cores (DR584 VC328; VC329 and VC330) 
with respect to the channel, south of the channel thalweg. Between VC328 and the other two cores 
(VC329 and VC330) is a distance of 220 meters. 10 meter contour lines are indicated, with a total range 
of the map between 2892 and 2928 meter depth. The bathymetry map is courtesy of MBARI 
(unpublished material) 
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longitude -122.438382° latitude 36.592498°. VC 328 is located at 220 meters from both VC 328 and 

VC 329, which have a distance of 16 meters between. The samples are located in between the samples 

analysed by Stevens et al. (2014), which were sampled at 560, 1100 and 3600 meters water depth. The 

new cores will thus complement the dated cores in a progression down canyon, forming a more 

complete sequence of known ages down canyon. The new core samples were taken from huge sand 

waves on the southern side of the canyon floor, a geomorphic feature not previously dated. These sand 

waves are not in a well-developed channel. However, the size of the bedforms (100+ m wavelength 

and 3 m amplitude) and area they cover (several square kilometres) indicates this is a very large and 

geologically recent event leaving a volumetrically interesting sand deposit in terms of potential 

hydrocarbon reservoir (personal communication with C. Paull). Initial results from 210Pb 

measurements also suggest a recent event (unpublished material, pers. communication with C. Paull). 

The depth of the new cores are within the transition of two different depositional systems within the 

canyon, and could therefore narrow down the potential transition, and if this transition is sudden or 

gradual.  

Sampling was done under red light conditions, specifically for OSL dating. The sand in all 

cores was sampled every 2 cm. After the samples were obtained, photos were made of the surface of 

the split cores (figure 8). At the Technical University of Denmark, DTU Nutech, samples from the 

upper and lower half of the cores were selected for further processing, leading to a total of 6 samples 

(table 2), complementing the previously published data. These 6 samples can furthermore indicate the  

age homogeneity of the sediments, in an area of up to a depth of 60 centimetres and within a spatial 

spread of 220 meters.  

In addition to the above-described samples, the modern beach sample (MB-01) from Stevens 

et al. (2014) has been used for some additional measurements. This sample in the nearshore, at 1-

meter water depth, functions as a modern analogue and is completely bleached due to the longshore 

drift (Stevens et al., 2014). The tests applied to this sample include preliminary tests for feldspar 

dating to see if feldspar is a suitable mineral for luminescence dating of these sediments and γ dose 

recovery via single grains in order to obtain intrinsic grain luminescence properties (‘natural’, non-

geologically induced variability in signal with dose) of the sediments entering the canyon. 
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Sample 
number 

Sample 
location (Long 

/Lat) 

Water 
depth (m) 

Core 
length 
(cm) 

Clay cap 
(cm) 

Total # 
samples 
per core 

Comments 

Risø  
sample 
depth 
(cm) 

Risø 
number 

DR 584 
VC-328 

 -122.439846° 
36.594121° 2919.5 58 2 24   

15-19 158107-08 

47-51 158123-24 

DR 584 
VC-329 

-122.438541° 
36.592422° 2920 63 6-7 25   

22-26 158135-36 

50-54 158149-50 

DR 584 
VC-330 

-122.438382° 
36.592498° 2920.2 71 3 27 

Coarse 
material 

after 28cm 
depth. 

12-16 158155-56 

56-60 158177-78 

 

Table 2. Sampled cores with additional information. The ‘Risø Sample depth’ is within the core. 
Throughout this report the codes as used in Risø will be cited for specific samples. 

 

Figure 8.  Photos of the DR 584 cores on the left. The clay caps are clearly visible, and delimited with 
red lines. Some internal layering is distinguishable, but no distinct grain fining upward sequences. The 
dark blue line for VC-330 indicates the beginning of coarse material in the core. For core VC-328 it 
indicates coarse sands between 16 and 24 cm depth with a slanted contact at 16 cm. 

VC-330 

VC-329 

 

VC-328 
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3.1.2 Environmental dose calculations 

The laboratory measurement of the environmental dose uses an unprepared sample, and via γ-activity 

measurement the concentrations of thorium, uranium and potassium can be calculated. From this, the 

dry dose rate (uncorrected for water content) for all elements can be calculated (in Gy/ka) by using 

dose-rate conversion factors from Adamiec and Aitken (1998). These can be subdivided into β- and γ-

radiation from each radioactive element in the surrounding environment. α-particles can be excluded 

from dose rate calculations, due to their limited penetration; the preparation of coarse-grain samples 

removes any outer edges of grains that are exposed to α-particles (see below). Separate measurements 

are done to calculate the water saturation content, in order to account for the attenuating effect of 

water instead of air as a medium. If water content is not taken into consideration it might lead to a 

significant underestimation of the age (Aitken, 1998). Considering the circumstances of the cores, the 

water content of the samples can be assumed saturated, which is measured to typically be between 20-

30% for sandy sediments (Duller 2008a). Due to the instability of the sample site, it was not possible 

to measure the water content in situ, so the water content at saturation was measured in the laboratory, 

by comparing the weight of a dry sample to the weight of a water-saturated sample. The extent of the 

above-lying water column greatly reduces the penetration of radiation, resulting in a negligible 

proportion of cosmogenic radiation reaching the sediments. The internal radiation is accounted for in 

the final calculations (Aitken, 1998). The β radiation is also corrected for the decrease in strength with 

distance, resulting in attenuation of the radiation within the grain (Mejdahl, 1979). The total wet dose 

rate, in Gy/ka, constitutes the β- and γ-radiation from the radioactive elements, together with a minor 

proportion for cosmic dose rate and internal uranium decay. 

3.1.3 Chemical preparation 
For the dose rate measurements and the water content measurements, unprepared samples need to be 

used. For equivalent dose measurements however, the natural samples have to undergo several steps of 

preparation. 

First the samples are sieved, in order to obtain the appropriate grain size. The preferred size 

for single grain dating is around 200 µm up to 250 µm, because of the dimensions of single grain 

discs. Smaller grains may lead to more than one grain entering a single grain hole in the measurement 

disk. After sieving, any carbonates present in the sample are removed via dissolution using HCl. 

Removing organic material is done via H2O2, after which a 10% HF is used to etch the samples and 

remove any remaining impurities. After the samples have been dried, the samples need to be separated 

into pure quartz, K-feldspar or Na-feldspar separates, depending on the desired mineral. Separation is 

performed by using a heavy liquid, LST fastfloat, and makes use of the different densities of the 

minerals. Quartz has a density of around 2.65 g/cm3. Na-feldspar is around 2.62 g/cm3; whilst K-

feldspar has a density of around 2.55 g/cm3. As this is a fairly coarse method to separate minerals, a 

purity check is done using the different luminescent properties of the minerals. For quartz samples 
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indicating high feldspar content, measured via IRSL stimulation, the samples were etched again via 

HF. This will remove feldspars. 

3.2 Luminescence instruments 

The luminescence signals were measured using Risø TL/OSL systems (model DA-20). Beta 

irradiation used a calibrated 90Sr/90Y source mounted on the reader (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003), used 

to irradiate a sample and give it a known dose used for the test and regeneration doses. Since all 

readers have their own beta source and these decay through time, the intensity of this source varies per 

reader. The intensity of the beta source can be measured and is given in Grays/second. This is often 

referred to as a laboratory dose rate, not to be confused with the natural dose rate. This laboratory dose 

rate is eventually used to convert the unit of the OSL signal from seconds to Grays, as indicated in the 

previous chapter.  

All readers have an OSL unit: a light source used to stimulate one sample at a time by 

directing light towards a sample position. Pre-heating is done on an aliquot-by-aliquot basis, via a 

heating element. For quartz, the luminescence emission was stimulated by blue light emitting diodes 

(LEDs) (470 nm, ~80 mW/cm2), while for the K-feldspar IR diodes emitting at 875 nm were used. 

Single grain measurements were carried out with a single grain laser attachment (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 

2003). The stimulation light source is a 10 mW Nd: YVO4 solid-state diode pumped laser emitting at 

532 nm, which is focused sequentially on each of 100 grains mounted on a special aluminium sample 

disc. This extension is used to create a highly accurate green laser for single grain stimulation. The 

emitted luminescence due to light stimulation of the sample is directed towards a photomultiplier tube 

(PMT; EMI-9235QA photomultiplier tubes), which counts the photons emitted. Luminescence was 

detected through a colour filter (7.5 mm of Hoya U340 glass filter for large aliquots of quartz) and 

blue-violet region through a Schott BG39 and Corning 7–59 filter combination (transmission 320–460 

nm) for K-feldspar. This filter is implemented to prevent the light from the stimulation source from 

affecting the photon count from the OSL/IRSL and from overloading the PMT. Figure 9 shows a basic 

construction of a single aliquot Risø reader, and the adapted OSL unit for single grain measurements.  

The single aliquots are prepared on stainless steel cups with a diameter of 8 mm for quartz 

samples. For the feldspar samples only a small, 1-2mm, sample is prepared because of the brightness 

of the feldspar signal. The single grains are prepared in special discs, with a 10x10 array of holes of 

300*300*300 µm dimensions, to facilitate 1 grain per hole. On the perimeter of the disc are location 

holes, which are used to position the disc so that the grains are stimulated one-by-one, figure 9 shows 

such a disc.  

Measurements were performed via ‘Sequence Editor’ program (Risø software) and analysed 

using the ‘Analyst’ program (Duller, 2015). 
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3.3 Luminescence methods 

3.3.1 Quality checks 

A series of quality checks are applied before trying to obtain the equivalent dose from a sample. These 

checks help establish the best settings for the SAR protocol, such as preheat combination and test dose 

size. The quality checks were done only for sample 158123-24 (core DR584 VC 328 at 47-51 cm 

depth) using single aliquots and later single grains of quartz. For the quality checks a grain size of 90-

180 µm were used, to make sure enough of the larger grains remain for dating purposes via single 

grains. The outcomes are used for equivalent dose determination on single aliquots and single grains in 

the size 212-250 µm. Bleaching was conducted using blue LEDs at 40°C for 40 seconds, followed by 

a 10 ks pause and another blue LED stimulation. Based on the outcome of these tests (described 

below) specific SAR protocols for equivalent dose determination were chosen. The single aliquot, 

Figure 9.  Schematic of a reader at Risø National laboratory, Denmark (above). Below left is the adapted OSL 
unit for single grains, using multiple mirrors to facilitate individual grain stimulation (Aitken, 1998). Bottom 
right is an example of a standard 9.7mm aluminium sample holder for single grains (Duller and Murray, 2000), 
the design has been updated to a 10x10 array for increased efficiency, and 3 location holes on the perimeter for 
easier positioning of the disc. 
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multiple grain protocols for the quality checks are given in table 3. For the SG analysis the dose 

recovery and thermal transfer protocols are given in table 4. 

Preheat plateau  

This test is constructed to see what combination of preheats work best for the sample at hand. A good 

outcome would be a plateau of broadly constant De values over a wide set of preheats, indicating a 

range of applicable preheat combinations (Duller, 2008a). Before and after this constant range, the De 

value can be respectively lower and higher, showing an influence of the preheat temperatures on the 

signal measurements. The preheat combination over this constant segment can then be used for further 

testing of the SAR protocol. Especially for young samples the temperature should not be too high 

since any addition of charge related to thermal transfer would have a significant impact on the age 

(Madsen and Murray, 2009). 

Lx versus Tx – Normalization 

This test is used to identify the effect of sensitivity changes over several runs. As a sample goes 

through repeated SAR cycles multiple times, the sensitivity might change or the grains might react 

differently to the laboratory dose given. By applying the same regeneration dose and test dose multiple 

times, any change in the sensitivity can be measured. The aliquots are bleached out at 40°C to remove 

any natural signal. The standard SAR protocol is applied, however with a constant regeneration dose 

and test dose and one regeneration dose as a zero dose to measure for recuperation. In theory, this 

should result in constant Lx/Tx ratios, as the doses applied remain constant. One ratio should be close 

to zero, since there is no regeneration dose given. 

Single aliquot Dose recovery 

The dose recovery test is used to analyse how well the SAR protocol is able to recover a known dose 

administered to a sample (Wintle and Murray, 2006; Duller, 2008a). After the sample is bleached in 

the luminescence reader it is given a known laboratory dose. This known dose is treated as an 

unknown natural dose and a SAR protocol is applied. It can then be tested if the protocol with the 

chosen settings recovers the given dose accurately. The dose recovery is given in a ratio, the DR ratio, 

dividing the measured dose by the given dose. The closer this ratio is to 1, the better the dose is 

recovered with the applied protocol. In practice, any dose of 1±0.1 is accepted. Dose recovery tests 

were done using three preheat combinations: 240/200; 220/180 and 200/160°C. For the single aliquots, 

dose recovery tests were also done parallel to equivalent dose measurements, to ensure the protocol is 

working correctly.    

Single grain Beta dose recovery 

The beta dose recovery test using single grains was only done for sample 158123-24, again due to the 

time consuming practice of measurement. As the samples are from the same core, tests on one sample 

should give a good representation of the grain characteristics of that core. Besides the control of the 
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protocol itself and the ability to properly recover a given dose with the chosen settings, dose recovery 

tests for single grains are used to establish variability intrinsic to the method or the equipment used. 

An overdispersion of 10-20% is to be expected (Galbraith et al., 2005). Any additional overdispersion 

in the equivalent dose measurements during De determination can indicate either incomplete bleaching 

or natural spread in the ages due to differing transport histories.  

Single grain Gamma dose recovery 

In addition, a γ dose recovery was performed on the MB-01 sample. This test is also, like the 

beta dose recovery, used to look at the individual grain properties. It is proposed that giving a single 

grain sample a dose via the luminescence reader-internal beta source can result in additional variations 

due to (amongst other things) uneven exposure to the source (Thomsen et al., 2005). Bleaching the 

sample via a sunlight simulator, followed by an application of a known gamma dose applied evenly 

over an entire sample should result in a more homogenous sample dose distribution. This then gives a 

clearer indication of the true dispersion of De values by grain that would be expected from a sample in 

nature given the intrinsic properties of each grain. 

Thermal transfer 

This test is used to check what the effect of preheating is on a sample. Theoretically, preheating can 

cause transfer of a charge. A charge located in ‘higher’ traps in the crystal structure, with easily 

excited electrons, can become trapped in deeper traps due to heating. This would result in artificially 

adding a charge to the OSL signal, thereby incorrectly increasing the De value. To see how sensitive 

the samples are to this, the signal in the samples is bleached out, zeroing the samples at room 

temperature. These emptied aliquots are then measured for an OSL signal via the proposed settings for 

the SAR protocol, albeit with only one regeneration dose. The Ln signal should be (close to) zero. If 

there is a significant amount of signal present, this might indicate the effect of thermal transfer. 

Younger samples are especially susceptible to thermal transfer, since any additional charge can 

significantly increase the age (Madsen and Murray, 2009). For the single aliquots, a preheat 

combination of 240/200°C and 200/160°C was tested. For the single grains, a thermal transfer testwas 

undertaken for two preheat combinations; 200/160°C & 260/220°C.  
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Single grains Thermal transfer Beta Dose recovery Gamma Dose recovery 

Bleach out Y Y N 

Natural/Regen dose 0; 1/2/5/15/0/2/2 (1/5); 1/2/5/15/0/2/2Gy 0; 1/2/5/8/14/20/0/2/5/5Gy 

Preheat 1 200 / 260°C, 10s 200°C, 10s 200°C, 10s 

IRSL signal** 125°C, 100s 125°C, 100s 125°C, 100s 

SG OSL signal (per grain) 125°C, 1,1s 125°C, 1,1s 125°C, 1,1s 

Test Dose 4Gy 4Gy 3Gy 

Preheat 2 160/220°C, 10s 160°C,10s 160°C,10s 

IRSL signal 125°C, 100s 125°C, 100s 125°C, 100s 

SG OSL signal (per grain) 125°C, 1,1s 125°C, 1,1s 125°C, 1,1s 

Illumination 280°C, 100s 280°C, 100s 280°C, 100s 

Step 
SA quality 

check 
Preheat plateau Thermal transfer Lx versus Tx Dose Recovery 

Bleach out N Y Y Y 

Regen/natural dose 
N/0.8/2.8/5.5/7.9/

0/7.9 Gy 
0/3.2 Gy 

1.2/1.2/1.2/1.2/1.2

/1.2 /0/1.2 Gy 

4/2.4/4/5.5/0/5.5 

gy 

Preheat 1 
160/180/200::300

°C, 10s 

200°C, 10s; 240°C, 

10s 
240°C, 10s 

200;220;240°C, 

10s 

IRSL signal 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 

OSL signal 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 

Test Dose 2.4 Gy 3.4Gy 0.4 Gy 1.6 Gy 

Preheat 2 
160/160 --

300/260°C,10s 

160°C, 10s; 

200°C, 10s 
200°C, 10s 

160;180;200°C, 

10s 

IRSL signal 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 

OSL signal 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 

Illumination 280°C, 40s 280°C, 40s 280°C, 40s 280°C, 40s 

Table 3.  Quality check protocols used to obtain the best settings for the SAR protocol. Tests performed on 
1 sample; 158123-24, in grain size 90-180 µm. 

 

 

                   
        

 

Table 4 Showing the adapted SAR protocol for the 3 different single grain tests. 
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3.3.2 Rejection criteria 

As mentioned in the theory, there are internal tests, recycling, recuperation and IR depletion tests, 

embedded in the SAR protocol. These form rejection criteria for individual grains or aliquots for the 

eventual calculation of De. Grains or aliquots that fail these tests are excluded from De calculation. 

For the single aliquot measurements, the criteria for the recycling ratio are set to 1 ± 0.1 (Wintle and 

Murray, 2006), which also applies to the IR depletion ratio. For the recuperation test 10% is usually 

the applied criterion. For the single grain analysis, the recuperation should be consistent with zero, 

whilst for the ratios for recycling and IR depletion, values must be within two standard deviations of 

unity. An additional criterion is the test dose error, where the statistical uncertainty on the test dose 

signal of the natural cycle (Tn) should not exceed 10% for single aliquots. For SG analysis, Tn is used 

as indicator of natural grains that give a luminescence signal, with the test dose error not exceeding 

30% of the natural signal. For single grains to be actually incorporated in the De estimation, the 

statistical uncertainty on the test dose cannot exceed 20%. 

As mentioned above, these are internal tests in the SAR protocol used to check the accuracy of 

a De value obtained from an individual aliquot or grain. If either of these tests fails the criteria, the 

grain or aliquot is rejected. 

3.3.3 Equivalent dose measurement: Single Aliquots 
Equivalent dose determination via single aliquots was undertaken on all 6 samples. The background 

component is set at 2.5x the integral of the fast component (see below), as proposed by Cunningham 

and Wallinga (2010). The OSL fast component signal is measured in the first 0.16 seconds, although 

for an older reader with lower sensitivity this is set to 0.48 seconds.   

3.3.4 Equivalent dose measurement: Single Grains 
For single grains, a similar protocol is used as for the single aliquots. However, a low signal-to-noise 

ratio is expected, due to the location of the cores and the previous similar observation for the Stevens 

et al. (2014) samples. The equivalent dose was only determined for one core, with two samples 

158123-24 (bottom of the core) and 158107-08 (top of the core), due to time restrictions. The 

integrations limits for the fast component are the first 0.05 seconds, the background signal comprises 

of the last 0.15 seconds measured. 

There are several ways to calculate the central tendency of the De of a sample. The most 

straightforward, the mean, does not always represent the data in the most appropriate way, as outliers 

can offset the mean value from the biggest grouping of data, which may be of interest and in this case 

be representative of the canyon entry event of the majority of grains. The Central Age Model (CAM) 

and Internal External Uncertainty (IEU) are specific statistical models that may overcome this. The 

CAM uses a relative weight of the standard errors in calculation of a central value; as opposed to the 

absolute weight used to calculate the weighted mean (Galbraith et al., 1999). For young sediments, the 
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unlogged CAM (Arnold et al., 2009) has to be used, since traditional CAM modelling uses log space. 

Young sediments will contain negative values and these cannot be included in log space, but excluding 

any negative numbers will bias the data, making it statistically not representative. The negative 

numbers are due to a poor signal to noise ratio, which for the young ages may lead to apparent 

negative ages, albeit within error of zero. Next to the calculation of the average burial dose of a 

sample, the CAM determines the standard error, via which the overdispersion can be calculated as the 

relative spread in the data compared to individual data point errors (Arnold et al., 2009). The IEU is a 

statistical model used to find the central tendency of the data that forms the normally distributed 

majority of data in a skewed distribution (Smedley, 2015). The IEU is an iterative model, where 

different equivalent doses are calculated through alteration of two parameters. The first parameter is 

the overdisperion, and will be based on the gamma dose recovery overdispersion result; the second is 

the intercept and is based on the outcome of the thermal transfer test (i.e., the offset from a zero dose).  

The choice of model will be based on the geological context and the shape of the De 

distribution. If it is believed that all the ages come from one origin, with no mixing processes, and are 

normally distributed, the CAM might be more appropriate. The IEU model is applicable for a situation 

with mixing, partial bleaching, and a skewed distribution occurs and where the dominant age is 

required. 

3.3.5 Feldspar dating 
Initial tests, a range test, for potentially applying feldspar dating to submarine samples were applied to 

MB-01. The pIRIR protocol as used by Reimann et al. (2011) was used to get an indication of the 

extent of the bleaching of the sample. A SARA protocol was performed on the feldspar sample, to get 

a more detailed indication of the suitability of the sample. SARA stands for single aliquot regeneration 

and added dose, and is a multiple aliquot technique. It enables a combination of recovery of the De 

and a dose recovery test, and is used to check the sensitivity change of a sample (Kars et al., 2014). 

Each aliquot gets an added dose on top of the natural dose present in the sample (except for the first 

sample, which remains as the natural dose); theoretically creating a linear curve. The equivalent dose 

is where the interpolated regression line intercepts with the ‘measured dose’ axis. The integration 

limits were set to 74.9-99.9 seconds for the background component and 0.6-1.5 seconds for the fast 

component. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Quality checks 

All quality checks where performed for sample 158123-24, with a grain size of 90-180μm on 8 mm 

multi-grain aliquots. The preheat plateau test shows a highly variable outcome of De with preheat 

temperature, with no textbook example of a steady preheat plateau discernible (figure 10). Further 

testing is based on 200/160 °C and 240/200 °C preheat combinations, as higher temperatures resulted 

in greater De measurements. The lower temperature combinations are preferably not used, to avoid the 

110 °C peak. There is no significant thermal transfer using a preheat combination of 200/160 °C, 

however at 240/200 °C there is a discernible increase in thermal transfer (0.07 ± 0.01Gray at 200/160 

°C versus 0.18 ± 0.01 Gray at 240/200 °C, figure 10). Several dose recovery tests were undertaken, as 

shown in table 3, using three preheat combinations: 240/200; 220/180; 200/160 °C. Figure 11 shows 

the outcome of the dose recovery test, with preheat temperature. The dose recovery ratios 

(recovered/given dose) display an increasing trend with preheat temperature, showing an increasing 

ratio with increasing temperature. So although the preheat plateau test did not indicate that the 200/160 

°C is the best combination due to the relatively high De measurement at this temperature, for the dose 

recovery this combination did because the ratio lies closest to unity, with a test dose of 1,6 Gy. 

 Additional dose recovery tests were performed, parallel to the SA tests for equivalent dose. 24 

aliquots were used to verify if the protocol is (still) working well since not all the dose recovery test 

results for establishing the best SAR protocol were ideal. Ratios of individual aliquots were not within 

10% of unity, but averaged measurements of multiple aliquots per sample provided better results 

conform the ratio within 10% of unity, requiring additional DR tests. The SAR protocol for the DR 

test is displayed in table 5. Table 6 shows the outcome of the dose recovery ratios with the associated 

standard error and the total accepted number of aliquots per sample for both procedures.  
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Figure 10. The results for the preheat plateau (left) and the thermal transfer (right). The preheat plateau does not 
show a classical plateau, but the temperature combinations of 260/220 and up are clearly inducing thermal 
transfer. This is also pointed out in the thermal transfer test, with a clear increase of equivalent dose with the 
higher preheat combination. 
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The mean DR ratio of these dose recoveries show good results, with outcomes within the 1 ± 0.1 

acceptance limits. However, between 30 and 60 % of the aliquots are rejected and on an individual 

basis some accepted aliquots are outside the set dose recovery limits. 

 

 

 

4.2 Equivalent dose  

The equivalent dose was measured using 180-250 μm quartz grains.  

4.2.1 Single aliquot, multiple grain measurements 
For the multi-grain single aliquots a total of 36 aliquots were measured per sample to determine the 

equivalent dose. In table 5 the SAR protocol used for the equivalent dose measurement is displayed. 

Table 6 displays the results with the mean calculated equivalent dose per sample, their standard error 

and the total accepted number of aliquots per sample. In figure 12 and 13 Kernel Density Estimators 

(KDE, Vermeesch, 2012) for the De determination via single aliquots are displayed. Figure 12 shows 

the total range of the data, but since there are a few outliers that make it hard to see the detail of the 

majority of the data, figure 13 shows the same dataset only for a set x-axis of -1 until +4 Gy. The 

figures show positively skewed distributions. Sample 158149/50 and 158177/78 have two discernible 

peaks in the lower range of the data. However, this is most likely a data gap, where grains of this 

equivalent dose range are missing purely due to the effects of relatively small sample size. 

The single aliquot results suggest that single grain analysis is needed in order to obtain a more 

accurate picture of the dose distribution in a sample. This is based on the skewed distribution of the 

data (figure 12), with several higher De estimates for individual aliquots suggesting a mixed grain 
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Figure 11. Dose recovery results for sample 15812324 using 3 different preheat 
combinations, according to the protocol as described in table 4. The DR ratio moves 
away from the preferred ratio (=1) and becomes increasingly large with preheat 
combination. 
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population. This age difference within a sample can occur for a number of reasons, including poor 

bleaching during transport into the canyon system or mixed grains due to different geological origins, 

including reworking of older grains down the canyon system. These possibilities are explored in the 

Discussion. In order to rule out certain explanations, and to answer the question of the origin of the 

grains, single grain analysis is required. In addition, the mediocre outcomes of the SA preheat plateau 

(no real plateau discernible) and dose recovery tests (individual deviation from the 10% within unity) 

forms an additional justification for single grain analysis. Both tests show variable outcomes, with 

scatter in the preheat plateau and dose recoveries. This suggests variability of De and luminescence 

properties within the sample, which cannot be accounted for in multiple grain analysis. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core Sample 

Sample 

depth 

in core 

(cm) 

De n 
Average De SA 

(Gy) 
DR n DR ratio 

DR 584 
VC328 

158107-08 15-19 32 3.32 ± 1.16 13 1.06 ± 0.04 
158123-24 47-51 33 2.14 ± 0.52 15 0.99 ± 0.03 

DR 584 
VC329 

158135-36 22-26 22 3.97 ± 1.14 10 1.03 ± 0.04 
158149-50 50-54 31 3.09 ± 0.74 14 0.99 ± 0.03 

DR 584 
VC330 

158155-56 12-16 32 1.47 ± 0.2 16 1.03 ± 0.04 
158177-78 56-60 32 3.76 ± 1.14 15 1.06 ± 0.04  

 

 

Table 5. The SAR protocols applied on single aliquots for equivalent dose 
determination & dose recovery 
Single aliquots Equivalent dose Dose recovery 

Empty read 0°C, 5s 0°C, 5s 

Regen/natural dose N;  

1/5/10/20/0/5/5 Gy 

1,7;  

1/1,7/3,2/0/1/1Gy 

Preheat 1 200°C, 10s 200°C, 10s 

IRSL signal 60°C, 40s 60°C, 40s 

OSL signal 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 

Test Dose 3Gy 1,2Gy 

Preheat 2 160°C,10s 160°C,10s 

OSL signal 125°C, 40s 125°C, 40s 

Illumination 280°C, 40s 280°C, 40s 

 

Table 6. The results for the equivalent dose measurements and dose recovery ratios of 
the multiple grain measurements. 
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Figure 12. Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) plots (Vermeesch, 2012) for single aliquot analyses, for all 6 cores by sample number. The x-axis is the equivalent dose in 
grays; the frequency is on the y-axis. The plot is structured per core with DR 584 VC328 (1); VC329 (2); VC330 (3) with the top (a) and bottom (b) sample in the core 
placed at the top and bottom of the plots accordingly. The total number of aliquots (n) displayed is indicated and the sample depth in the core. 
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Figure 13. KDE plots for single aliquot analyses. Please note that the data is the same as in figure 12, but zoomed in in and plotted on a set scale towards the 
dominant De measurements, for easy comparison of the major groupings of data. This does exclude some outliers with higher De values Core VC328 to the left (1) 
with top (a) and bottom (b) sample; core VC329 in the middle (2) and VC330 to the right (3). Again the sample depth in the core is indicated and the total number of 
aliquots used to display the KDE (n). Due to the zooming, less aliquots are displayed. 
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4.2.2 Single grain measurements 

Single grain properties 
Thermal transfer and dose recovery tests were also undertaken on single grains, for sample 

158123-24 (table 4). The thermal transfer test showed that the preheat combination of 

200/160 °C did not cause any additional charge transfer due to heating (0.04 ± 0.07 Gy), and 

is therefore also an appropriate preheat combination for single grain analysis. A test dose of 

~4 Gy was used. 

The dose recovery tests on single grains were both undertaken using beta and gamma 

dosing. The beta dose recovery was undertaken on sample 15812324 using both 1 Gy and 5 

Gy laboratory doses, whilst the gamma dose recovery was applied to the modern beach 

sample (MB-01) with 4.81 Gy (figure 14). These dose recoveries were not only done to check 

if the protocol functions well for single grain analysis, but also to ascertain the internal dose 

properties of the grains, as explained in the theory section. The gamma dose recovery shows 

two clear outliers, around 0 Gy and 10 Gy (figure 14). In general, all dose recoveries show 

good results with a tendency around the appropriate value (1 Gy, 5 Gy and 4.81 Gy). 

Table 7 shows the overdispersion values for the three dose recovery measurements 

and the two equivalent dose measurements. For the dose recovery measurements, the CAM 

was calculated via both the traditional and unlogged method, as there were no negative ages. 

For the burial dose estimates, the overdispersion could only be calculated for the UL CAM. 
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However, two outliers (at 0 and 10 Gy) are 
inconsistent with the DR, even when 
incorporating uncertainties. 
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Both sTn<20% and the ‘strict’ criteria are shown. The application of the additional criteria of 

IR depletion, recycling and recuperation (called ‘Strict’) was however considered 

unnecessary, based on the overdispersion of the beta dose recovery of sample 15812324 as 

shown in table 7. This test showed no significant difference in overdispersion for sTn20% 

with or without the application of these additional criteria, thus indicating no change in 

individual grain properties with or without the criteria. Geach et al. (2015) and Thomsen et al. 

(2012) for instance also did not find an advantage in applying these sometimes standard 

rejection criteria, where there is no resultant change in overdispersion. Therefore, considering 

the limited amount of grains available and the lack of significant change from application of 

the additional criteria, the equivalent doses here are calculated based upon the sTn20% 

criterion only, allowing increased statistical reproducibility of the De distribution. 

The overdispersions for the dose recoveries are all significantly smaller than the 

overdispersion for the natural samples, as would be expected given that overdispersion in 

dose recovery will come from intrinsic grain properties and dosing heterogeneity in the 

laboratory alone, which will be less compared to the heterogeneous dosing, partial bleaching, 

and/or grain mixing in nature. The sTn<20% overdispersion of the 1Gy beta dose recovery 

(magnitude laboratory dose most similar to the natural samples) is not significantly different 

compared to the ‘strict’ criteria. For the 5Gy beta and 4.81Gy gamma overdispersions this 

difference is identical within two standard deviations.  

 

Table 7. The overdispersion values for the beta and gamma dose recoveries and the natural samples. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Test Sample 
n (sTn 

<20%) 

n 

(strict) 

OD UL (%)   OD (%) 

sTn<20% Strict 

 

sTn<20% Strict 

Beta DR 1Gy 15812324 70 50 11 ± 8 10 ± 9   6 ± 5 6 ± 7 
Beta DR 5Gy 15812324 81 52 20 ± 4 8 ± 5   12 ± 3 2 ± 7 
Gamma DR 
4.81 Gy MB-01 46 31 27 ± 6 13 ± 7   18 ± 4 18 ± 4 

Natural 15810708 106 47 74 ± 15 94 ± 47 
       Natural 15812324 135 71 90 ± 13 72 ± 18 
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De analysis 
The equivalent dose measurements via single grains were undertaken on one core, DR584 

VC328, both at the top (158107/08) and bottom (159123/24). The adapted SAR procedure is 

shown in table 8. Initially, the first measurements for sample 158123/24 were undertaken 

using a preheat combination of 220/180 °C, based on the preliminary results of the quality 

checks. When the (aforementioned) dose recovery test later showed a ratio closer to unity 

using preheats of 200/160 °C, the settings were changed. This resulted in a mixed dataset for 

sample 15812324, with two different preheat combinations. A two-tailed student t-test was 

carried out, to see if these datasets are significantly different (H0: PH1=PH2) or could be 

combined to increase statistical reproducibility. A p-value of 0.96 (df=133) shows that the 

datasets are not from different populations, and are therefore merged into one dataset. For 

sample 15812324, a total of 5800 grains were measured, of which 195 contained a usable 

OSL signal. Only 135 of these grains past the criteria of a maximum test dose error of 20%; 

this is 2% of all grains measured. For sample 1581708 a total of 3900 grains were measured, 

of which 164 gave light. 3% (106 grains) past the 20% test dose criteria for this sample (table 

9).  

The graphs in figure 15 show that the single grain data has outliers with an older De 

estimate, and is hence not normally distributed, but has a positive skew. The skew in the data 

suggests the need for usage of a model for calculations of the central tendency of the single 

grain data, in addition to the mean calculations. The unlogged CAM is calculated, due to the  

presence of negative ages. For the IEU, calculations are based on two parameters. The first 

Table 8. The SAR protocol adapted for single grains for 
equivalent dose determination   

 

Single grains Equivalent dose 

Natural/Regen dose N; 1/2/4/8/32/100/0/2/4/4 Gy 

Preheat 1 200 / 220°C, 10s 

IRSL signal** 125°C, 40s 

SG OSL signal (per 

grain) 

125°C,1.1s 

Test Dose 4Gy 

Preheat 2 160/180°C,10s 

IRSL signal 125°C, 100s 

SG OSL signal (per 

grain) 

125°C, 1.1s 

Illumination 280°C, 100s 
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parameter, the overdispersion, is set at around 27%, based on the unlogged overdispersion 

value for the ‘sTn<20%’ gamma dose recovery (table 7). The second parameter is the 

intercept, and is set based on the thermal transfer test. In an ideal situation, the intercept 

should be set at 0 Gy, as there should be no thermal transfer. However, because of the low 

equivalent doses and the fact that some degree of thermal transfer exists as indicated by the 

thermal transfer test, an additional, absolute, uncertainty must be accounted for. For this 

dataset, the intercept was set at 10 mGy, which is the best estimate currently possible based 

on the outcome of the thermal transfer test. This value is consistent with previous findings 

from other published and unpublished datasets (K Thomson, personal communication, 

November 2015). In the appendix the different outcomes obtained through varying the 

parameter settings are shown for the two samples, showing the dependence of the IEU 

calculation on the chosen overdispersion and remaining charge due to thermal transfer. The 

calculated equivalent doses in Grays for both samples, calculated via the multiple methods, 

are displayed in table 9. 

  

 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Single grain De data for core VC 328. Sample 15810708 (Above, 1) is at 15-19 cm depth 
in the core, sample 15812324 (below, 2) at 47-51cm depth. The left (a) shows all data, including 
outliers, whilst the right hand figures (b) show the main body of data. The black bars represent the 
mode, weighted mean and mean. For sample 15810708 that is 0.42; 0.45± 0.02 and 1.02 ± 0.21 
respectively. For 15812324 that equals 0.28; 0.36 ± 0.01 and 1.01 ± 0.14. 

1a 1b 

2a 2b 
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Core 

Sample 
depth in 

core 
(cm) 

Sample n Mode 
(Gy) Mean (Gy) Weighted 

Mean (Gy) OD (%) CAM UL (Gy) IEU ul (Gy) 

DR 584 
VC328 

15-19 158107-08 106 0.42 1.02 ± 0.21 0.45 ± 0.02 74 ± 15 0.57 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.04 

47-51 158123-24 135 0.28 1.01 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.01 90 ± 13 0.68 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.03 

Core 
Water 
depth 
(m) 

Sample 
depth in 

core (cm) 

Water 
content 

(%) 

U-238  
(Beq/kg) 

Ra-226 
(Beq/kg) 

Th-232 
(Beq/kg) 

K-40 
(Beq/kg) 

Total dose rate 
(Gy/ka) 

DR 584 
VC328 2919.5 

15-19 32 22.08 ± 19.24 29.79 ± 1.4 33.67 ± 1.3 610 ± 27 2.1 ± 0.1 

47-51 33 14.73 ± 9.56 15.58 ± 0.7 19.63 ± 0.73 590 ± 12 1.72 ± 0.07 

DR 584 
VC329 2920 

22-26 30 27.31 ± 14.36 18.77 ± 1.0 23.69 ± 0.9 621 ± 20 1.96 ± 0.09 

50-54 27 15.24 ± 16.76 11.42 ± 1.2 14.11 ± 1.01 715 ± 27 1.88 ± 0.1 

DR 584 
VC330 2920.2 

16-dec 30 5.16 ± 11.09 16.28 ± 0.8 21.25 ± 0.7 662 ± 17 1.92 ± 0.08 

56-60 30 24.36 ± 11.43 15.45 ± 0.8 15.37 ± 0.89 476 ± 15 1.48 ± 0.07 

Table 9. The single grain equivalent dose values for the two samples from core DR584 VC328. The De values are 
calculated in a number of ways. The CAM can only be calculated for the unlogged data (CAM UL), as there are 
negative De values. 

Table 10. The total dose rate calculation in Gy/ka, with the components uranium, radium, thorium and potassium 
activity as measured via laboratory gamma spectrometry. 
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4.3 Dose rate  

In table 10 the total calculated dose rate is shown. The calculations are based on the gamma 

activity (Adamiec and Aitken, 1998). The water content, also shown, is important due to the 

attenuating effect water has compared to air. The bottom sample of VC330 had anomalously 

low water content (12%), so the average of the remaining 5 samples was taken resulting in a 

water content of 30% as displayed in the table. 

 

4.4 Age calculations 

By dividing the equivalent dose values by the dose rates the final ages can be calculated. 

Table 11 shows all age calculations, including the SA calculations. The calculated ages are 

based on a mean with standard error and the statistical models of unlogged CAM and IEU for 

the single grain data. The error on the age calculations includes the error of the De 

calculations, the beta source calibration of the reader, the error on the water content and the 

error on the dose rate calculations. 
 
 Table 11. Overview of the age calculations for the single aliquot and single grain data, in years. 

 

4.5 Feldspar dating 

The SARA protocol is applied to the MB-01 sample to get a further indication of the size of 

the IRSL signal, and thus suitability of the sample to use for the Monterey Canyon samples. 

The SARA protocol shows there is some IRSL signal present in the modern surf sediments. 

Thus, as opposed to the quartz signal of the modern beach sample (Stevens et al., 2014), there 

is some remaining signal in the feldspar sample suggesting incomplete bleaching of the 

feldspar grains. The intercept (~2 Gy; figure 16) represents the true equivalent dose of the 

feldspar sample. Compared to the quartz MB-01 sample with a De with ~0 Gy (Stevens et al., 

Core 

Sample 
depth in 

core 
(cm) 

Sample Method 
n 

[SA 
(SG)] 

Average Age 
SA (a) 

Ave Age SG 
(a) 

CAM UL 
age SG (a) 

IEU age 
SG (a) 

DR 
584 

VC328 

15-19 158107-
08 SA/SG 32 

(106) 1580 ± 560 490 ± 100 270 ± 30 220 ± 20 

47-51 158123-
24 SA/SG 33 

(135) 1250 ± 310 580 ± 90 400 ± 40 200 ± 20 

DR 
584 

VC329 

22-26 158135-
36 SA 22 2030 ± 590                   

50-54 158149-
50 SA 31 1640 ± 400          

DR 
584 

VC330 

12-16 158155-
56 SA 32 770 ± 110          

56-60 158177-
78 SA 32 2540 ± 780          
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2014), there is quite an increase of remaining signal in the sample. Although the exact age for 

the feldspar sample cannot be calculated due to lack of exact dose rate measurements, it will 

be equivalent to approximately 1000 years based on Stevens et al. (2014) data of the upper 

canyon cores. The slight offset from zero makes feldspars unsuitable for young canyon 

samples, and even for older samples, such as the lower canyon cores of Stevens et al. (2014), 

feldspars should be used with caution. Only for older sediments, with an age of around 10ka 

and up, can feldspars dating be useful. 

 
 

 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Luminescence dating 

5.1.1 Sample characteristics 
The SG gamma and beta dose recoveries distributions are very alike, with any difference 

within 2σ.  For the measurements of the equivalent dose (, a larger degree of overdispersion is 

shown than in the dose recovery data. This suggests that there is an additional spread in the 

single grain De data that is not accounted for by intrinsic grain properties alone (e.g. Arnold 

et al., 2009; Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). The single grain data still contains a clear 

dominant population, with the majority of the grains very young, as is visible in figure 15. In 

general, only a few large outliers are present. In sample 15812324, the sample at the bottom 

of the core, a shoulder is visible on the right side of the main peak, skewing the data towards 

a relatively older age compared to sample 15810708 where the data better resembles one 

main peak.  
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Figure 16. The linear regression line in the SARA graph for the MB-01 sample shows a 
slight offset, suggesting a remaining signal in the modern beach sample, with a size of ~2Gy. 
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Both observations indicate that in addition to intrinsic variability between grains, the 

grains are also either incompletely bleached or have a mixed geologic history. In addition, 

heterogeneous beta dose rate effects or limitations in the method of luminescence dating, such 

as SAR protocol failure or uneven exposure of laboratory beta irradiation could potentially 

cause additional variability. The shoulder could also be an effect of sample size leading to an 

artificial shoulder that would be smoothed out with further analysis. The two main possible 

explanations for the spread are reworking of sediments and incomplete bleaching. However, 

due to the lack of knowledge of the origin of the sand waves themselves, at present the spread 

in data cannot easily be ascribed to either reworking of sediments, incomplete bleached grains 

from another location, or a combination of both. The sediments in the sand waves could 

originate from upper canyon sediments, which are shown to be well bleached upon canyon 

entrance, in which case the spread in burial dose would be related to reworking of sediments. 

However, the sediments could also originate directly from the continental shelf, and if this is 

the case the sediments may not necessarily be well bleached before transported towards the 

deep sea. Consequently, the overall spread in data could theoretically be due to either 

reworking or incomplete bleaching. Considering the resemblance in age distribution to the 

previously dated, up-canyon cores in Stevens et al. (2014), the overall young age, and the size 

of the geomorphic feature, it is however likely that the sediments originate from the canyon 

itself and are equally bleached as the Stevens et al. (2014) fining upwards samples. Therefore, 

with some degree of caution, it can be assumed these samples are also well bleached, and that 

the spread is due to reworking of sediments during transport down canyon. Ideally, this would 

be tested, on another sample in the upper canyon with a relatable geomorphologic setting.  

5.1.2 Age calculations 
The unlogged CAM single grain ages indicate a significantly younger age at the top of the 

core, with 270 ± 30 years for the top and 400 ± 40 years for the bottom half. However, the 

IEU model suggests an identical age of both samples within errors, with 220 ± 20 years for 

the top of the core and 200 ± 20 years for the bottom. The difference in outcome between 

these methods is due to the inherently different calculation methods, with the CAM being 

more affected by outliers in a skewed data set leading, in this case, to an older age. The 

bottom sample of the core shows a more skewed distribution of ages, containing more grains 

of an older age, leading to an older CAM age. The mode of the bottom core however 

corresponds well with the top core. Thus the sediments in the bottom likely experienced 

slightly more sediment mixing with older grains before they were deposited, but deposition 

occurred around the same time as the upper part of the core, and therefore are probably all 

from the same event(s). 

The IEU calculation is similar to the data mode, capturing the age of the main peak of 

data. Considering the distribution of the data, as shown in the KDE plots (figure 15), the IEU 
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models seems more appropriate rather than the CAM, if the objective is to determine the 

average age of the main body of data. The CAM will likely be more drawn out by the outliers, 

resulting in an overestimation of this age. The IEU calculation displays the dominant age of 

the population.  

Considering the resemblance of the IEU ages within one core, and the high degree of 

similarity between the samples in the equivalent dose distributions as displayed in figure 15, 

the two separate samples appear to be from one depositional event within the single core. 

Thus, sample 15810708 and sample 15812324 can be assumed to have one age. Combining 

both samples, the lower age limit of the IEU age calculations will be 180 years, based on the 

lower boundary of the bottom sample. The upper age limit will be 240 years, based on the 

upper boundary of the top sample. Combined, this forms an age range of 180-240 years for 

the canyon entry event of sand in core DR 584 VC328. This means that sediments, from the 

moment of canyon entry, are deposited quickly at this point in the canyon, albeit with a short 

lag causing an offset from zero. This indicates that sediments are temporarily stored in the 

upper canyon, before they are deposited further down canyon.  

5.1.3 Data analysis limitations 
A number of things have not gone ideally during the gathering of the data or the analysis. For 

one grain, the SG SAR protocol experienced a clear failure (fig. 19a), with an implausible 

outcome: the measured equivalent dose for grain was far above the saturation of the dose 

response curve. The grain was not included in the De determination. Another limitation in the 

luminescence measurements was the presence of dim luminescence signal sometimes (figure 

17b), with a less clear fast component, making it difficult to isolate the correct signal and 

increasing errors. Also, the test dose is inconsistent between some of the different 

measurements between SG and SA analysis, ranging from ~1 to ~4 Gy. Unfortunately, no test 

dose dependency could be assessed, i.e. to test if the outcome of the burial dose estimate 

changes markedly with test dose size, due to the intrinsic variability between the aliquots. 

However, Galbraith et al. (2005) tested, amongst others, test dose dependency for the De 

calculation with two test doses differing by an order of magnitude, and found no systematic 

differences for varying test dose size. This confirms earlier suggestions by Murray and Wintle 

(2000) that there is no De sensitivity to test dose size up to 3 times the size of the De. Since 

the test doses were still of the same order of magnitude the different sizes should not cause a 

great problem,  

The application of the additional rejection criteria for the single grain analysis, the 

recuperation, recycling and IR depletion criteria, has been a matter of debate. Many studies 

(Geach et al., 2015; Kristensen et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2012, Thomsen et al., in prep) 

have argued that applying the additional criteria, next to the sTn<20%, does not lead to a 

significant change in overdispersion or CAM De calculation as indicated in the Results. The 
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application of these criteria merely leads to a reduction of numbers of accepted grains 

(Thomsen et al., in prep). However, most studies still applied the rejection criteria for easier 

comparison with previous studies. This debate is beyond the scope of this dissertation and 

here the approach of increasing grain numbers using less strict criteria is taken, as long as OD 

and De values are comparable.  

There is a discrepancy between the single aliquot and single grain data, where the SA 

data suggest the usage of SG, while the SG data does not necessarily suggest that SA analysis 

is required. I.e., the single grain age estimates are less spread than those from the single 

aliquot methods, contrary to what would be expected as one decreases the number of grains 

analysed in a measurement (Duller, 2008b). This could be due to weak test dose responses: 

the natural signal can give a strong response, but returns a weak test dose signal for the 

normalization of the natural dose estimate. For the single aliquot data, the multiple grains 

result in an accumulation of signals, building up a test dose signal. The test dose signal forms 

a rejection criterion for the De estimate. A weak test dose of a single grain will not 

necessarily lead to rejection in SA analysis, as there could be other grains with a stronger test 

dose signal. For single grains however, there is no such accumulation, so a weak test dose 

response of a single grain will cause rejection on an individual grain basis. Therefore, grains 

that are excluded via SG analysis based on a weak test dose can still be included in SA 

analysis simply due to the accumulation of the signals of multiple grains. This results in a bias 

of including grains with a weak test dose more often in the final dataset of SA compared to 

SG (Jain et al., 2003). As this can be seen, the rejection criterion for sTn for single grains is 

more lenient. The test dose error for SA has to be within 10%, whilst for SG the limit is set at 

20% to be included in the burial dose estimate, reducing this effect of biasing data due to this 

rejection criterion. However, if smaller single aliquots were used, with fewer grains on the 

disc, it might have led to a better comparison to the single grain data, as only few grains emit 

light (Duller, 2008b).  

Figure 17.  Luminescence dating measurement limitations. a) shows a natural signal measurement far 
beyond saturation. b) shows an OSL signal with a dim signal, making it difficult to isolate the 
preferred compartment of the signal. 

a b 
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With the comparison of ages from this report and the found ages for Stevens et al. 

(2014) there are some practical differences. For instance, different preheat combinations and 

test doses are applied. However, this should in no way limit the comparison, since each 

procedure has been tested to be the best for the sediments specific to the studies. 

 

5.2 Comparing to published data 

In order to understand the geologic processes in the Monterey Canyon, it is crucial to place 

the newly dated cores into context with the previously dated cores of Stevens et al. (2014) and 

other published observational data of canyon activity. This will allow reconstruction of a 

transport sequence down canyon, and perhaps pinpoint the transition in ages down canyon. 

Only the single grain data of Stevens et al. (2014) are used for comparison, the ages based on 

single aliquots are excluded from this comparison. In table 12 all the single grain ages are 

given, combining the new cores with previously published results. This results in an 

additional 3 cores, with a total of 4 cores and 5 ages. For the equivalent dose estimates 

Stevens et al. (2014) did not use the IEU statistical model, but for that study the Minimum 

Age Model (MAM) is the most comparable model used. Although these are based on 

different statistical assumptions and calculations, in the skewed distributions here they yield a 

similar outcome: the MAM will return an age for the youngest dominant population while the 

IEU will return an age for the central tendency of the normal distribution (as explained 

above). For this data, both will provide ages for the dominant peak in the data. Since the 

comparison via different statistical methods is however not ideal, the mode has also been 

estimated for all 5 samples. This is based on visual estimation of the mode in the equivalent 

dose plots. The uncertainties on the mode equivalent dose are underestimated compared to the 

other age calculations, since there is no measure of error for the De (since it is a mode 

calculation), so only uncertainties of the dose rate calculations are included.  

The new cores are related to huge sand wave deposits, which distinguishing the new 

cores from the previously dated cores from Stevens et al. (2014) which were taken from 

fining upward sequences. The upper core used for comparison, Core DR40 VC12 at 1093 

meters depth, is located just on the side of the main axial channel and consists of two separate 

fining upward sequences, of which the lower one at 73-78cm core depth is analysed via SG. 

Cores DR39 VC9 and VC3, at 3555 and 3612 meters depth respectively, were both sampled 

from benches on the side of the channel. VC9 came from 121 meters above the floor of the 

axial channel, whilst VC3 was located 62 meters above the channel floor. VC9 contained 3 

turbidite layers, of which the lower one (77-81cm core depth) was analysed using SG. VC3 

consists of multiple fine sand fining upward turbidite layers, of which again the lower (76-

79cm core depth) is analysed via SG. Another difference between the 3 cores of Stevens et al. 
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(2014) and the new cores is that there are no hemipelagic mud layers observed in the new 

cores. Although the cores form a logical progression down canyon, the geological processes 

at hand are likely not the same and this should be considered in the analysis.  

Table 12 shows a progression of ages down canyon. Figure 18 shows the age 

calculations from 4 cores in relation to the location on the map, on a set range from 0-30 ka, 

for easy comparison. The first core (DR40 VC12) shows a very narrow dominant distribution 

with a slight skew, likely due to reworking of sediments as discussed above. The primary 

distribution ranges between 0-560 years), indicating an extremely rapid transportation of 

sediments. Compared to the upper canyon estimates (based on SA analysis, hence not further 

included in this study) there is a slight increase in ages, suggesting a short lag of grain 

transportation (Stevens et al., 2014). The lower number of zero and negative ages also 

supports the presence of a lag. The age for core DR40 VC12, based on the mode, is 90 ± 3 

years; the ULMAM4 age is similar within two standard deviations at 64 ± 22 years. The next 

core, DR584 VC328 at 2920 meters depth, shows a similar distribution but with an increased 

age (150-220 years, based on the mode; 180-240 years based on IEU) and skewness in the 

distribution, with a dominant age from approximately 0-1160 years. An increased age 

suggestive of a lag compared to the core at 1093 meters depth is shown, however still with a 

dominant young age. The lack of hemipelagic mud layer could potentially support that, or that 

not enough time has passed for the formation of a substantial layer and that the sediments 

have been deposited relatively recently, although of course other factors such as lack of 

preservation or even the unknown formation mechanism of the sand waves could be involved.  

 The lower canyon core DR39 VC9 at 3555 meters depth shows a broad spread in the 

equivalent dose distribution, with the dominant population between approximately 1570 and 

5640 years. For this core, the mode calculations (table 12) were complicated by the wide 

distribution, with any age between 2620 - 5080 years appearing dominant. The deepest core 

Core 
Water 
depth  
(m) 

Sample 
depth 
in core 
(cm) 

n 
Grain 
size 
(µm) 

ULCAM Age 
(a) Mode (a) IEU age 

(a) 
MAM4 age 

(a) 

DR40 
VC12 1093 73-78 49 212-

250 130 ± 83 90 ± 3       64 ± 22** 

DR584 
VC328 2920 15-19 106 180-

250 273 ± 32 200 ± 20 220 ± 20       
DR584 
VC328 2920 47-51 135 180-

250 398 ± 41 160 ± 10 200 ± 20       
DR39 
VC9 3555 77-81 57 74-250 12000 ± 1100 4350* ± 160       2708 ± 830 

DR39 
VC3 3612 76-79 104 74-250 4500 ± 710 1170 ± 40       1507 ± 90 

Table 12. Single grain ages of the above calculated sample and the previously analysed samples 
from Stevens et al. (2014). * as the distribution shows, there is a wide distribution for this dataset. 
The chosen mode was set at 8 Gy, as the most evident mode. A wider range is also calculated, and is 
specified in text. ** Age of this sample is calculated via the UnLogged MAM4 model 
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that has been dated via single grains, DR39 VC3, was at 3612 meters water depth and shows 

a wider spread compared to the upper cores, but with a slightly lower dominant population 

compared to DR39 VC9, with an age of 455 to 2420 years. With the MAM4 the lower cores 

become more alike in age, with DR39 VC9 at 2708 ± 830 years and VC3 at 1507 ± 90 years, 

however still seem to have reversed ages, with a younger age estimate for the lowest core. 

Stevens et al. (2014) explained this due to the only 57 meters difference in depth and the 

different relations to the channel morphology with VC9 high on the canyon flank and VC3 on 

a low bench near the canyon channel axis. This suggests that different depositional processes 

are on-going in different parts of the canyon channel. Perhaps the location of VC3 

experienced more regular flushing, whilst VC9 was in a more stable environment, higher up 

the canyon flank, occasionally receiving new sediments in large turbidity events but less 

eroding events, resulting in a broad age range. The overall broad spread in ages in the two 

deeper cores suggests major reworking of pre-existing sediments in later events, resulting in 

mixing of grains of different canyon entry.  

The newly dated cores, located in between two different environments, appear to be 

more consistent with the upper cores, with a narrow peak in distribution and few outliers, 

however with an enhanced spread in ages. The difference between the upper core age, at 64 ± 

22 years (ULMAM4) and the new cores at 180-240 years (IEU), suggests storage of 

sediments in between 1093 and 2920 meter depth. This corresponds with the idea of Stevens 

et al. (2014) that instead of large events transporting sediments from the top all the way 

through the channel in one go, sediments are actually transported via smaller and local events 

over a short distance with temporary storage of sediments. The deposition of sediments that 

have undergone major reworking is constrained to the lower canyon. This could suggest that 

the transition in environments, from young sediments in the upper canyon to a wide spread 

and older ages in the lower canyon, is somewhere in between 2900 and 3500 meters depth. 

This is not completely consistent with previous findings of Paull et al. (2010), who based 

their findings on radiocarbon dating and the presence of chemosynthetic biological 

communities as a proxy for activity. They distinguished an upper and lower canyon difference 

in activity, with a boundary set at 2 km water depth. This boundary is based on previous data 

suggesting activity up to 2km water depth with subannual gravity flows, and meter 

deployments showing that recent gravity flows in the upper canyon have not flushed through 

the lower canyon main axial channel. This suggests that sediments >2km depth should be 

older and experience less frequent events. However, this paper also has a data gap with no 

radiocarbon measurements obtained between 3400 and 120 meters, due to lack of organic 

material. In addition, the CBC records are also less numerous below 2 km depth with reduced 

coverage. The new core suggests that this division between active upper and lower canyon 
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should be placed further down canyon, between 2900 and 3500 meters, as opposed to a 

boundary at 2km depth.  

However, since many of the cores are related to different morphological features, and 

hence different geological processes in terms of deposition, it could be that the differences in 

ages are related to the different sedimentation systems. Cores in the main axial channel will 

experience more regular flushing, resulting in overall younger ages, whilst cores on the side 

of the channel will be in slightly more stable environments, likely leading to overall older 

ages. In addition, the new core is taken from huge sand waves, not in a well-developed 

channel, unlike the previously dated cores from turbidites. The transition in environments 

from the young sediments in the upper canyon, to a wide spread with older ages in the lower 

canyon, is somewhere in between 2900 and 3500 meters depth. Suggesting a gradual increase 

in ages down canyon towards 2900 meters depth and requires a more abrupt transition in 

environments with increased storage of sediments between 2900 and 3500 meter depth. The 

increased age compared to the 1093m core suggests temporary storage of sediments between 

the depth of 1093 and 2920 metres.  That sand waves are related to the passing of turbidity 

currents could explain the similarity in distribution between the 1100 meter core and 2900 

meter core. In addition it suggests that the canyon is more active at greater depth than 

previously concluded. However to what extent sand waves should be seen as an independent 

system from turbidites is hard to asses. I.e., if the sand wave sediments dated in this study 

originate from a turbidity event close by, suggesting an active canyon with turbidity events to 

occur at 2900 meter depth. Alternatively, the sand waves could have developed further up-

canyon and migrated further in a more independent matter. Or perhaps stepwise 

transportation down canyon via turbidity events in the main channel, and sand waves at the 

flanks of the thalweg.  

 

5.3 Transport mechanisms 

Sand waves have been shown to migrate in the Monterey Canyon, albeit this movement has 

been observed in the upper canyon (Smith et al., 2007) and for one instance only covered up-

canyon movement of 7 meters over the course of 32 days. Although channel broadening has 

been observed to result in the evolution from small to large sediment waves in the Monterey 

Canyon at a depth of approximately 2000 meter (Symons et al., 2016), the submarine channel 

does not broaden where these sediment waves in question are located, making this an unlikely 

mechanism at hand. 
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Figure 18. Single grain data for all cores dated via single grains. This results in a total of 4 cores, with 3 
from Stevens et al. (2014) and 1 core (consisting of 2 samples) from this report. Top right is at 1093m 
depth. Top left is core DR584 VC328 (this report), at 2920 meter depth. Bottom left is at -3555m and 
bottom right at -3612m.  A set scale is used for easy comparison of the dominant distribution, resulting 
in exclusion of some measurements. The bathymetric map is courtesy of MBARI (unpublished 
material). 
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With regards to the possible hypotheses of sand wave formation proposed in the 

introduction, Symons et al. (2016) suggest that cyclic steps, formed underneath supercritical 

flows as the most likely hypothesis for the small scale sand waves. However, it can be 

questioned if the sand waves at 2900 meter depth in the Monterey Canyon follow this generic 

classification of Symons et al. (2016). The study suggests that small scale sand waves consist 

of coarse grained sediments and massive facies, whilst the large scale waves contain finer 

grained sediment and have an internal structure. Thus, by terms of dimension the sand waves 

in this study are classified as ‘small scale’, whereas the presence of an internal structure in the 

core (as described by C. Paull) would suggest a large scale sand wave classification. Also, 

these proposed hypotheses mentioned in the introduction regarding small scale sand wave 

formation, are discussed by Talling et al. (2013) with regards to the Monterey Canyon. Only 

in this study it is specifically related to up-canyon migrating crescent shaped forms with a 

wavelength between 20 and 80 meters and amplitude up to 2.5 meters, observed to a depth of 

2100 meters. Again, the sand waves in this study are of a different classification, with greater 

sand waves, making comparison difficult.  

For the origin of large scale sand waves it is proposed that an exaggeration of pre-

existing topography, sustained density flows, soft sediment deformation or supercritical flow 

bedforms such as antidunes can be the forcing mechanisms (Symons et al., 2016). Generally 

speaking, the more unconfined nature of large scale sand waves results in subcritical flows, 

with depositional bedforms migrating downwards. The depositional nature is in agreement 

with the sand waves from this study, however the dimensions defined for large scale sand 

waves (300-7000 meter wavelength) is not. Another mechanism for large sand wave 

formation is proposed by Tubau et al. (2015), with supercritical flows formed by flow 

stripping at the canyon flank or a levee, resulting in a spill-over with sand waves formed 

‘outside’ the canyon. Considering the location of the sand waves discussed in this paper 

(within the canyon), the latter is not a likely scenario. 

All in all, the sand waves at 2900 meter appear to fall between two stools, where the 

definition of Symons et al. (2016) would classify the sand waves as small scale. Observations 

however suggest that the sand waves are more alike large scale sand waves. As the 

hypotheses regarding the mechanisms behind sand waves differ between the size 

classifications, the potential processes at hand for the sand waves in this study are poorly 

delimited, although in general can still be said to relate to turbidity currents. The disorderly 

use of sand wave definitions in a variety of studies makes it difficult to apply different models 

and intercompare datasets. For the Monterey Canyon specifically, research with regards to 

sand waves is limited to crescent shaped forms, a definition to which the sand waves in 

question (again) do not cohere. As pointed out by Talling et al. (2015), research regarding 
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transport of sediments in submarine canyons is very limited to the upper reaches. Research in 

the lower part of the canyon should be further extended to be able to fully comprehend 

sediment transport to the deep sea and what contribution sand waves can have.  

5.4 General applicability 

As stated by Tubau et al. (2015), submarine canyon evolution depends on many factors, 

including proximity of rivers, tectonics, sea level and climate. Over larger time scales, sea 

level stance can form an important factor in potential sediment transport towards the deep sea 

(Covault and Graham 2010). The Monterey Canyon is classified as a highstand sustained 

system, thus continuously active regardless of sea level. Mechanisms found in the Monterey 

Canyon at the current sea level stance could possibly be applied to transgression- or lowstand-

dominant systems when the canyon heads of these systems are connected to terrestrial 

sediment sources, as is the case for the Monterey Canyon. However, other factors in deep sea 

sediment deposition, such as gas hydrate decomposition due to sea level change, can play an 

additional role. Talling et al. (2013) have created a subdivision of submarine canyon 

processes based on different flows and triggers. Different processes can lead to for instance 

different run-out lengths, making flow types an important factor in submarine canyon 

evolution. The Monterey Canyon is associated with strong wave action in the study of Talling 

et al. (2013). Perhaps it can be questioned if the sand waves from this study, at a depth of 

2900 meters, are directly related to wave action. Possibly, the wave action could evoke a 

chain reaction, relating sand waves to wave action indirectly. Other potential flow triggers 

include canyon head failure, both due to earthquakes and unrelated to earthquakes, and river 

flow influx. The number of different settings and triggers can all be further related to types of 

sediment density flows, such as long run-out flows that can reach the fan, canyon confined 

flows, open shelf flows, weak and dilute flows and so on. All these different types of flows 

make extrapolating the found age sequence in the Monterey Canyon to a global scale more 

challenging, as no submarine canyon is identical. However, Covault and Graham (2010) 

suggested that California systems may be broadly applicable to a global class of small and 

tectonically active systems. 
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6. Conclusions 

Sediment transport to 2900 meters water depth is still extremely rapid (180-240 years, IEU), 

compared to the upper canyon cores (64 ± 22 years, ULMAM4) and lower canyon cores 

(2708 ± 830 and 1507 ± 90, MAM4). The dose distributions for the new core  at this depth 

appears to show a resemblance to the upper canyon core in Stevens et al. (2014), however 

with an increased age (of minimum 94 years) and skewness (figure 18). This suggests a 

stepped, yet frequent, transport of sediment through the upper canyon, acting as a capacitor 

by buffering of sediments to a depth of at least 2920 meters depth, some depth after which 

events occur less frequent.  

Overall, this study has captured the timing of another mode of transportation, sand 

waves, within the canyon system besides turbidity. Sand waves are capable of moving vast 

amounts of sand, however what distances or even what mechanisms are involved remains 

poorly understood. If sand waves can be seen as a separate mode of sediment transport or 

should only be seen as an indicator of turbidity currents is therefore hard to state.  

It is suggested that there is a slow but gradual increase in age down canyon to a depth 

of at least 2920 meters. The moment of transition in environments, as found by Stevens et al. 

(2014), is likely between 2920 and 3555 meter depth. However, dating a sediment core 

located closer to the axial channel will be helpful to capture the sediment transport via the 

‘highway’ of the Monterey Canyon. In addition, the study raises more questions about the 

contribution of sand waves to sediment transport towards the deep sea, the relation to 

turbidity events and at what time scales transport down the canyon occurs via these 

transportation systems. 
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Appendix 

 

 

 

 

The IEU calculations with varying values for the two parameters, leading to multiple 

IEU calculated burial doses (y-axis). ‘a’ is the overdispersion in %, ‘b’ is the thermal transfer 

in Gy. The chosen values, an overdispersion at 27% and a thermal transfer of 10mGy, are 

marked with a box. Sample 15810708, the top of the core is displayed above and sample 

15812324, bottom of the core below. 
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